College band
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practice long
hours.
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Court renounces
move to sue JMU
by Rob Speirs
_ contributing writer
Despite developer l B&J L1m11ed's effort to halt plans to construct n
hall next to the College of Integrated Sc1ence and Technology.
Rockingham County C1rcuit Court Judge R V Snead granted authoriation to
proceed.
Snead sU'Uck down the IOJuncuon Thursday to halt the conJ>truction of the
btulding. Representatives of LB&J LiJllted had submiued the 10junction after
JMU chose Bill Neff Enterprises to build the re.s1dence hall.
Both LB&J and B1ll Neff Enterprises placed b1ds on the new residence
hall's construcuon but JMU h1red Bill Neff Enterprises for the JOb.
Through the injuncuon, LB&J sought a review of the JMU's biddmg
process.
·
A committee composed of JMU start members from the Office of Facilities
and Housing and Office of Procurement selected developer Bill Neff Sr to
complete the project.
Mark Callahan, Neffs attorney. added there were no legal grounds for the
case. "There was no reason for the suit, and t always belteved 11 would be
dismissed."
The court based its dec1sion on co"stitutional law, which assert~ a state
cannot be ~ued without Its consent. JMU, as a state institution, is cons•dered to
be an integral part of the state of V1rg1m3.
Original plans for the bidding process included a single-source bid in which
only one contractor, Bill Neff Enterprises, would submit an estimate for the
cost of build10g the residence hall
According to the Sept. 13 issue of the Daily N~ws- Record. the state forced
JMU to change the b1dd1ng process to accommodate muJtiple bids. However,
Fred Hihon, director or media relations, said. ''The allegatJons 10 the New!!·
Record were not correct."
Hilton ma1nta1M JMU made the suggestion to change the b1dd10g proces~
independent of state requests.
•
In 1ts Sept. 10 i~!lue, the Dally Nrv.s·Record also said the d1.,parity between
the two b1ds was more than S I00.000 Neff refuted th1 repon. saymg the
difference bet~een the b1ds wa~ not as large a' stated
Neff, who plans to build a re!.1dence hall to house 300 students, :ud he is
pleased w1th the ruhng and fc::els there IS no ment to the injunction filed by
LB&J. Hilton echoed Neffs comments and said he is also pleased with the
court's decision and feels the court acted properly.
Bill Forbes Sr.• owner of LB& J, had no comment on lhe coun's ruling,
asserung the injunction was filed to gain a beuer understandmg of the
•
'
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Sinners beware
An unidentified man quotes the Bible yesterday afternoon as he preaches to students on the
commons about t he dangers of allowing themselves to sin and fall Into the hands of the devil.

Students voice
concerns about
loss of walkway
by Courtney Crowley
..--~--=c:.:o;:..:n 1ributing

I

writer

The removal of the AnlhonySeeger Hall crosswalk next monlh
will affect JMU students in many
ways.
For some students, 11 will
mean they'll hove to roll out of
bed fi ve minutes earli er. For
othel'$, it will .,imply mean getting
over
their
anger
and
mconvenience and walkmg the
extra 150 feet to Groce Street to
cross at lhe troffic light.
Harrisonburg does not have a
jaywa lking ord1nancc::, bu t
pedestriam who step into traffic
and cause accidenl'i w1ll be cited,
sa1d Harrisonburg Poli(ie Chief
Donald Harper.
Even so, with the specter of
arrest out of the picture, some
students might be prompted to
cross South Main Street in front
of Anthony-Seeger Hall to save
time , which can create some
serious safety hazards, Harper
said.
Junior English major Celeste
Lesg said tbe removal of the
crosswalk won't prompt studentS
10 go the extra distance. "There's
aoina to~ people jaywalking all
overche piKe.

...

~,.,.2

Harrisonburg to remove
Seeger crosswalk, light
Besides eas10g trnffic congestion,
there
IS a safety issue. The majority
comributing writer
of drivers do stop when students are
JMU students crossing South cross1ng South Ma1n Street tn
Main Street to get to Anthony-Seeger accordance with pedestrians' rightHall will soon lind they may need to of-way, but nevertheless, there is an
leave for class a few minutes earlier.
ongoing ba ll le bet ween irate
Harrisonburg City Council voted motorists and student pedestrians.
in a closed session Sept. I 0 to
"lt's almost become a challenge
remove the crosswalk and blinking by the students to eros::. and play
yellow traffic light from South Main · dodge with the vehicles,"
Street in response to complai nt~ that Councilman John Byrd said, in an
students frequently tie up traffic antcle in the Sept. 12 issue of The
along that stretch of road.
Daily N~ws·Record.
This move means students will
One sophomore economics major,
have to take a detour around campu~ who asked not to be named, said a
by way of sidewal l.~ . now under motorisl leaned h1s head out of the
conmuction, leading to the comer of window of hi truck and screamed,
South Main and Grace streets. The "I'm not going to (expletive deleted)
1ntersecuon ts 150 feet nonh of lhe stop for any damn college students,"
ex1st10g crosswalk.
as she was cro s1ng over to AnthonyThe removal of the crosswalk Seeger last week.
originally was slated to take place
Undeclared freshman Elizabeth
immediately. The city has agreed to Thompson said, " I look dealh 10 lhe
delay the project one month so JMU face every day because 11 seems like
can have a chance to build new drivers speed up when they see
/sidewalks leading through campus to students 10 the crosswalk."
Grace Street for students, according
Despite this danger. Thompson
to Fred Hilton, director of media said if 11's 9:24 a.m., and she has a
relations.
9:25 psychology class, she'd rather
Harrisonburg City Police Chief take her chances with death than be
Donald Harper said the absence of late due to o detour to Grace Street.
the crosswalk will help lhe n ow of
Hundreds of students and
traffic. ''There are a number of rear- professors use the crosswalk dally to
end collisions near the crosswalk get to classes in Anthony-Seeger,
because of motorists stopping for and as a result . there have been
students. Usually crosswalks are not accidents involving students and
~ so close to lights."

by Courtney Crowley
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would involve the Virgin•• General
Forbes, who submitted a bid at
Assembly and would be much more
JMU's request, s11d he fell he was
time consummg," he said.
caught up in a situation in which he
Another reason for leasmg is the
should not have been involved. In
university's demand for extra
spite of the situation, Forbes asserted
housing racilitie.
he still supports
may nuctuate In
JMU, indicating
H
the coming years.
he harbors no
''The university's
resentment
arrangements
against
the
with the Howard
university
Johnson Hotel
regarding
its
chain shows how
decision.
our needs can
Forbes bid to
change
build
three
depending on the
apartment
''
influx or new
buildings with
students," Hilton
280 beds by Nov.
Mark Callahan said.
3, with plans to
Nefrs attorney
Tbe court
construct another
building by Dec. ------------------------~ examined four
. main points of
30. The buildings
the bid process during the review.
would be located at the Stone Gate
The stipulauons are conformity with
apartment complelt.
umversity specifications. location,
In contrast to the dormitory-style
overall cost and date the buildings
buildings proposed by Neff, Forbes
would be available for residence.
offered to build apartmen• units to
Each committee member who
meet student needs. For that reason,
made the final decision concern1ng
architects from LB&.J met with
which bid to accept examined the
students to field requests for the
bids and graded them oo a scale from
design of the units.
The apartments, which were one to 10.
According to Hilton, the
already scheduled for construction,
university chose Neffs bid because
will now be used for their initial
the land where the residence hall will
purpose - as non-university off.
be built (already owned by Neff) is in
campus housing for upperclassmen.
a more convenient location. Hilton
Forbes has not made a decision
also said the format of Neff's
on whether to appeal the court's
proposed building was more in line
ruling.
The buildings to be constructed
with university needs.
Neff was the contractor who
by Neff will be leased by JMU for a
five-year period and will include
provided materials for the temporary
ClSAT building next to the
study halls, laundry rooms and
Convocation Center.
facilities for resident advisers.
Current plans call for the new
JMU decided to lease the building
facility to be completed by Nov. 30.
for two reasons. One reason is that
purchasing a building would be a The university will begin relocating
studentS at the beginning of spring
much fengthier process, Hilton said.
"Actually bu~ing the build1ng ~oemester.

There was no
reason for the suit,
and I always
believed it would
be dismissed.

Legg said drivers may be irritated ~ause they have t~ stop every tune
classe let out, but she finds it "hig~thly .~~htraffikely" ~-ru:e.rus w11l make the erron
lk the extra distance to cross WI u...
ac 18 L
to w;is po. ~ibllity also concerns Direc.tor ?f Publi~ Safety Alan ~acNuu.
who said. "1lns 15 3 mo!it unfortunate snuat;on. ~ v~le comproaJkm1se could
h been reached wh1ch could have meant re ocanog
crossw .
a~~ have never been a b1g ran or _the crosswalk. but to rem~ve _something ~0
heavily used that has ~~n established for years, and not 1n Utute a viable
ahernauve. 1s regrettable.
.
.
Becau~e the decision to remove the crosswa~k IS final and safety 1s a key
.ISSUe, MncNuu stres.~ed the
at Gra.ce Street. "Student~
, 1mportance of crossmg
"
have one opuon. and that l> the su-eet comer.
A crosswalk at South Mam and Graoe streets may promote.greater ~afety ,
but driver:; will still have to let students cross the street: They Will have to wait
just tiS long, only at a different spot ~ven. after the hght turns red, student,
may still crowd ocro~s the street to avo•d be•ng late.
.
Ahhough MacNutt said he know!! some studenrs ~111 choose to cr0 ~,
wherever is convement for them, he hopes students w11l com~l~ once the
cro~swalk 1 ~ removed "I appeal to the students tO show re..'>ponsJbtlny on the 1r
part ..
While some are upset the absence or the cro~s~alk will make croS\mg
South Ma•n Street even more dangerous than 1l IS now, others thinl it'
d•sappearn.nce won't c.hange the degree of danger for pedestrians and driver.
colliding on South Mam Street

"I have never been a big fan of the
crosswalk, but to remove something
so heavily used that has been
established for years, and not
institute a viable alternative is
regrettable. "
Alan MacNutt
director of public safety
Freshman Elizabeth Edwards said, "The road is dangerous to start wuh.
Whether or not there's a crosswalk won't make much ofa difference."
Freshman biology major Roberta Folt said she feels students' needs ~em
unaddressed in the dec1sion to remove the crosswalk. ''This is a short-s•ghted
decision. There must be prov1sions mode to have a crosswalk for us overhead."

Crosswalk-------=-------.-.:.!-----------

continued from page 1

motorists.
The most recent incident occurred
TIIE_BREEZE within the JMU
March 18, when a student on a
VAX~stem,
bicycle was hit by o motonst while in
TifE_BREEZECjmu.edu oub.ide
the cro swalk.
the JMU VAX system
Director of Public Safety Alan
a....uNet:
MacNutt said he has noticed an
http:/ /breeze.jmu.edu
incre-ase in driver hostility toward
students since the decision to remove
An individual may have one copy
of tht Brea.t for free.
the crosswalk was made public Sept.
All subsequent copies cost 2S
12. "The genie has been released
cents a ece
from the bottle, but if I see any
hostile aCtions taking place, r Will not
The Breeze. . .
hesitate to 1ssue citations."
To alleviate the safety problems
and allow a smoother traffic flow, the
OPINION ................. - ..............:1.2
intersection at South Main and Grace
F{)CU$.....................................17
streets features a fully functioning
STY1.E.....................................2:1
traffic light complete with a
SPORT$ ..................................25
crosswalk and controlled crossing
COMIC$ ..................................2:9
signals. The complete light cycle
t.alces about two minutes.' accordmg
CI.ASSIREDS ..........................31
to Harrisonburg Director of Public
Works Jim Baker.
The time of a cycle can be
t shortened because the light sy tem i5
On ~t. 16, Tht Brm.t quoted
equipped wath indicators that sense
John Cnm, chief of engineering, as
saying people on the second ffoor
when to change signals, depending
o(Wilson Hall collected dSbestos
on the amount of traffic moving
particles on their clothing and
through the intersection, Baker said.
carried them into the offices. The
.. Potenti ally, with no traffic on
article should have stated no
Grace
Street, the light on Mam Street
C\ idence of asbestos had been
could stay green for several cycles,"
found in the offiet.>s; however, if a
Baker said. The opposite is al~o true
significant level of asbestos had
He said the light recogn•zes
been found in the hallway, It
would have been carried into the
pcde.~trians as traffic when they push
offi~ on people's clothing.
the prompt on the l1ght pole, and
Thr Brrnt regrets the error.
once the light recognites them. n

cars can make a right tum on red."
Baker said. "but the dmers need to
be aware that they must y1eld to nil
pedestrians before turning nght on

E-Mail edd,...:

red."

.

I
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EO DYERkonrribur111g pllorograhu
Students cross South Main Street between campus and AnthonySee&er Hall yesterday afternoon. The crosswalk and traffic
wamlng light will be removed within the month.

walk sign will appear within the I I5second cycle.
Baker said' he does not think
crossing at the street comer will hold
up students too long. He said the onl)

potenual conflict he anucipate!'t at the
intersection is motoriw, on Grace
Street who may want to tum nght on
a red light
"Pede,tnnns need to be aware that

Overall student reaction ranges
from ambivalence to anger, but even
those who aren't angry acknowledge
it will change their daily trips to
Anthony-Seeger.
Sophomore political science
major Jonathan Zimmerman ~aid. "I
guess as long as the light i-;n't too
long, it won't be that big of a
problem, but people w1ll probabl~
stan being late for classes at Seeger
Freshman psychology maJor
Aubrey I rael said, "It's hard enough
to get across the street as it is. There
nre so many people crossing all day "
JMU
administration
and
Hamsonburg city officials have been
looking for solutions to the crosswoll
controversy for the last few month\,
according to Hilton.
Alternatives such as a tunnel or a
bridge were discussed~ however. thl'
complete removal of the crosswall1s
a more economically reasonable
alternative than building nnother
structure.
The city of Harrisonburg v. ill PJ)
to remove the crosswalk, but J~ l l
w11l pay for th e new ~~dc11 11~,
leaqing to Grnce Street.
H1lton said he does not ~no~ hl1' 1
much thas will coltt JMU nr
.. Harrisonburg.

)
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Transit seeks alternatives to alleviate overcrowding
by Katie Keetoa
contributing writer
A 34 percent increase in the
number of students who take the bus
to campus from last year prompted
the ctty transportation system to
reroute and increase service to
alleviate commuting problems.
Harrisonburg Transit carried
I, 132,507 passengers during the
1995-'96 school year. The projected
number of passengers for this year is
I ,700,000, according to Reggie
Smith, director of Harrisonburg
Transit.
During the first week of classes
this semester, the Transit carried
close 10 34,000 passengers, compared
with about 25,000 at this time last
year. according to information
available from the Transit
Due to the increase in commuter
students, the Harrisonburg Transit
added three buses. the Yellow
Express and new bus stops at
Southview and Denton's. The
Yellow Express school buses run
only during peak hours on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 9:45 a.m.
and Tuesday and Thursday at 9 a.m.
"We've added three transit buses
and as many as six school buses to
help during the peak times," Smith
said. "We're running more buses and
spare buses. We told drivers, too. if a
route is scheduled to end at 4 p.m.
and students are waiting to get home,
do not quit and come back here unti l
aJI of the students get home.
"l' m satisfied with the service
we're providing," Smith said. Jn
some ways, 1 t hank we're doi ng
better this year than last year. This
year a student may have to deal with
11 crowded bus unlike last year when
there just may not have been a bus."
The Transit is also working to buy
new buses, Smith said. The process
could take up to two or three years
because the buses are not constructed

until an order is madC. HarrisonbwJ
Transit will hire a new shift for
maintenance to work at night so
buses will not have to be in the shop
during the day, Smith said.
The new Yellow Express is a
system of school buses comins from
Stone Spring Elementary School that
pick up students and only go through
campus. Tiley do not return students
to apanments or go anywhere besides
campus. The four buses pick up
passengers at Olde Mill. Hunters
Ridge. the Commons and Ashby
Crossing.
"We don' t have enough transit
buses to do what those [Yellow
Express] buses do," Smith said.
"Stone Spring Elementary is near
JMU, so those bus drivers nrc going
Lhat way at that time anyway. It's a
cheap. fast way to transport
students."
Students don't seem to care about
the economics of the transportation
system - they just want to get to
class on time.
University Place resident Dave
Stienes, a junior, said, "The bu~ are
more efficient this year. They're on
time a lot more than they were last
year when they were almost always
late."
Senior Amy Boor, resident of
University Place, said, "This year Lhe
buses seem to be keeping to the
schedule better. You don't have to
leave early or worry about being late
anymore."
Transfer student Amy Fritz said,
"Everybody told me that walking
was more reUable than taking the bus
because they were always late. I
think tbe buses are a little bil
crowded, but that's not something
they can really help. Overall, I think
the system is really reliable."
The Transit also added a bus stop
in the new apartment complex
Southview and one for JMU students
living io Denton's Furniture store

.

ED DYERJconJributing photograplwr

Conwnuter atudenta board the Yellow Expresa Tuesday momln& lit the Co111mona bua atop.
Han1aonbur& Transit added the Yellow Expreu to alleviate bus overcrowdhC on weekday momln&a.

downtown. Students living in
Southview can catch routes 6A, 8
and 9 during the week and route 4 on
Saturdan. Route 5 now picks up
students at Denton's. Another bus
picks up extra students at CJSAT.
Many students living in
Southview find getting to campus
complicated because the buses are so
crowded they usually do not stop.
according to senior Kyu Rhee, a
Southview resident.

While many students who cannot
catch a bus are within walking
distance of campus, Southview
residents are not.
"I don't walk because it's two or
three miles. You know , it's
impo~ible," Rhee said. "Even if you
ride your bike. you'd be dead by the
time you got to campus."
Although the Transit is running
extra buses to help alleviate
overcrowding. some students still

have trouble catching the bus.
"For the fi rst week. J walked to
class every day," said senior
Michelle Bower, a resident of
Howard Johnson Hall "A lot of
people did because we really didn' t
know how the buses worked."
Senior Kevin Kruer, a resident of
Hunters Ridge. said, "It's just easier
to wallt to class because the buses an:

see TRANSIT page 9

Students, faculty voice varying opinions
over length of free add/drop period
by Hlllary Zahm
contributing writer
Although some professors feel the free add/drop period is
ample time for student course adjustments, many students think
the present free add/drop period is too short
"You are so busy the fi rst week as it is. A longer free
add/drop period would give more people the chance to easily
adjuat their schedules," freshman Jennifer Carljsle said.
1'he free add/drop periods are the times when students can
adjust their schedules without approval from a professor and
depanment head. lf atudents drop courses after the free period
ends, they will receive a "W" on their transcripts and must pay a
SIO fee.
1lle free add period lasts one week -from the beginnins or
the semester until the Tuesday of the second week of classes.
The free drop period ends five days after classes start. It begins
when a student initially registers for courses and ends on the
Friday after classes begin for waJk-m adjustments and at 4:30
p.m. two days later for telephone adjustments.
If a student withdraws from a course after the free drop
period. a spot does not open up in the class for another student.
The free add/drop period has been in effect for many years.
accordjng to University Registrar Sherry Hood, who said the
system was like that when she came to JMU II years ago.
Two years ago, the Office of Registration and Records
shortened the add/drop period. Registration and Records decided
to schedule classes for the first Monday of the semester, after 4
p.m., so they changed the free add/drop period to end the Sunday
after classes begin. Previously, classes did not meet until
T uesday, so the add/drop period extended until after the
following Monday.
The idea behind the one-week free add/drop penod, Hood
said, is for students to "have the opportunity to attend at least one
class before the deadline."

Some students feel the first week of classes is beetle enough
without having to worry about adjusting schedules before the
free period ends.
Senior accounting major Brian Lineweaver said, "A lot of
time teachers don't really begin teacbi.ng on the first day of class,
so a few extra days to get the feel of the class would be
beneficial." He also pointed out, "If the free period ends on
Sunday, you are only given one chance to attend
Monday/Wednesday classes."
John Pasek, junior political science major, said, "I think it
would be much wiser to end the free drop period on a busmess
day [instead of Sunday] to allow students the chaoce to talk to
someone before they make a final decision [to drop a course)."
Junior English major Mary Ann Tsai was unable to get the
overrides she needed within the free period. 1'he add/drop
period is too short because people who are indecis1ve don't have
enough time to pick up or drop classes in lime. If the add/drop
period had been longer, I would be laking more than 12 credits
now." Tsai said.
Not everyone agrees th.a1 lbe free period is too shoct. Daniel
Aage. professor of philosophy, feels the policy is reasonable. 1!
drops and adds arc done within the first seven days. you
[students) can usually catch up," he said.
English professor Robin McNallie agreed that Lhe policy
..works fairly well" However, be added. "lf you made it mucb
shorter, you wouldn't give students a chance to get a feel for
their schedules."
From a teacher's perspective, McNallie said a free period
longer than one week would be more chaotic because teachers
want to know who is in their classes.
History professor Caroline Marshall said, .. 1 notice that the
time when 1 can say my roles are fixed is getting later and later."
Matthew Reilly, an integrated science and technology

see PERIOD page 9
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need some

earn cash
meet new
people

•
Dining Services has

immediate openings

expand your
knowledge
leadership
training
promotion
o pportunities

for student associates.
Starting pay is

stop by -a nd
auply today!

$5.41 with a
variety of positions
and

flexible schedules.

we can

CIBBO\S II \1.1.
\1.\1\ F\ F\l

IVIENUS

--= -

Sunday 9122
Oatmeal. Scrambled Eu•
Sauaac Patty
Frc:nc:h Toast
MIIICSlODC Soup
Roast Bed /Grny
Mashed PoiiiOCS
Brocc:oU. Scalloped Apples
oarus11, Baacb

Vq~nan

Cball

Beef 8t Ban &lrnto
Enchllw Sauce
Chicken Nuueu
Baked 8wu
Caltlonua Medley
lillian Green Beam

Noodle Romanoff

Vttctlrllll &mto

Counuy Style SitU
COIWltY Cream Gravy
Vq cwian l..aJa&na
Au Gralio POI&toe$
Cauilflowcr
Peu .t Musbtvonu

Roney DiJOD Chicken
Popcorn Shrimp

Chlckcucs

Tuesday 9/24

Monday 9/23

,

Jljec

Broccoli
Com

Thursday 9/26

Friday 9/27

Gardm V~aeubl~ SQup
Frtndl Oa~ Sand wadi
Cbackm Bl.Kuh Caucrolc
Seuoned Pouto Wed&ta
Peu
CauhOov.cr

Cream of Broccoli Soup
Soft Shell B«f Taco
Carden Quadlo
Com
Grem Beans
Mlud Vc&~blcs

Oucken Noodle Soup
Sloppy J~ Sandwich
Wuaa Dm&J
Macaroni .t Chctsc
Broccoli
Stewed Tomatoes

New Enabnd Clam
Chowder
Fl$1'1 Sancl~><1ch
Nacho &r
Sp~na $h Rac:c
Scalld a.navun Mllled
Vcaeublta
lillian Crtcn Beans

Pinlo Enchlladu

Vqan Maurom DIIIMr

VtJ~nan SloPOY

Nacllo &r Vercunan Cbah

Turkey Cutlet
w/ Copcnhaaco Sauce
Beef SuloiD Tips
Noodles
Carroll

CaJun Cbickco
Piz:za
Rice
Suaar Snap Peas
Otii\&C Gl.wd Beds

Ouctcn Parmesan
Beef Stew I Biscuat
Rounl
Peas .t Carroll
lillian Miud Vqmblcs
Sauce h.allcnnc

RO&Sl Sarloin
Scampa wuh Pasu
Baked PoutOeS

Cheese Puza

&ked Rice wuh Beans &

Felafcls

Luna

Savory Rice .t Spanacb Balte

Wednesday 9/25

Beans

Baited Four Bean Cuscrole

Joe

Broccoh

Clued CarrotS

Sarurday 9/28
GOOD • FAST LVNOI
Crus
Scrambled Eu•
Bacon I Frc:nc:h Tout
Garda~ Vq cubt. Soup
Frendl Dip Sandwich
Oucten r iii&UI
Macaroni and Cheae
Brocc:oU
Crtnbcrry Glued Carrots

Closed
Parent's
Weekend

VetNblta

PARENT'S

GmBONS

SPECIAL SATURDAY DINNERS IN
GIBBONS OR PHIWPS BALLROOM:
Be IU,. to MW 4 puoqb/
You'll need h, •long with the voucher
aent with your PW Package to get In!
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Campaign trail '96
A glimpse of election developments
by Maggie Welter
political reporter
Crlm$ and Punish men/
President Bill Clinton and Republlcan nominee Bob Dole duked it out on
the crime front earher thts week with both candidates vying for the role of top
cop. Dole tllrew the first punch, unveiling a new nntJ-crime package Monday
before a crowd at Villanova University in Pennsylvania. as pan of a week-long
offensive strategy designed to pa~nt Clinton as big on talk and shon on actJon
when it comes to en me.
Dole's plan promises to cut teenage drug use in half, double the funding for
federal prisons, charge violent ju\leniles as adults and force prison inmates to
work.
"When I am president. I don' t intend to wink at drugs." Dole said Monday.
adding he would use the bully pulpit of the pres1dency to "\Sly to young people
druas are deadly."
Dole critidzed the Clinton presidency, calling it an "empty pulpit, if not a
bullhorn for drug tolerance and use."
Clinton came back with a blow fueled by a powerful endorsement from the
nation's largest police union, the Fraternal Order of Police, which has
traditionauy supponed Republican candidates, including George Bush in 1992.
FOP PreMdent Gil Gallegos told the Associated Press Clinton was the best
friend the police have ever had in the Wh1te House
Chnton got another boost Monday from a new Justice Depanment repon
showing v1olent en me has dropped and gang prosecutions have risen under his
presidency.
Clinton pointed to the repon as proof that his "straight-forward approach:' to
lighting crime is working. "We've made a good stan in fighttng vtolent cnme
and gangs. but we must keep going," Clinton said from the Oval Office
Monday.

Shakespearean pla_yers
recapture Elizabethan era
by Sally Clarke
staff wrir~r
Members of the Shenandoah
Shakespeare Express brought the
Globe Theatre to life Wednesday at a
Brown Bag Lecture 1n Hillcrest
House
SSE promoted the company 's
current "Lend Me Your Ears" tour
upcoming
outdoor
and
Shakespearean performance In the
JMU Arboretum Sept. 18
The I 0 actors in the company and
founders/directors Ralph Cohen, a
professor English at JMU, and Jim
WllJTen, were on hand to discuss the
motivation or the company to the 40
studentS who attended lhe lecture.
The central concept of SSE is to
present William Shakespeare's plays
as he intended, according to Carl
Martin, a cast member and this year's
educational director of SSE.
Since Cohen and WllJTen founded
SSE at JMU in 1988, 1t has grown
considerably. The company performs
all over the United States and
Europe.
Due to the SSE's growth, it has
expanded into two touring
companies.
One company tours nationally and
one tours in Virginia and the MidAtlantic region, said Niabi CaldweU,
a member of the company.
The two companies perform the
same plays with slight variations.
Cohen addressed the national
company's choice to cast men in
women's roles, as it would have been
done in Elizabethan theater. and the
gender 1ssues and humorous
moments it brings up during

•

interactions between male and female
characters.
The Virginia company has chosen
more traditional casting, however.
They performed a scene from
"Comedy of Errors." demonstrating
the effects of playing 11 both ways.

with women as women, and wnh
men in women's roles.
Discuss1on also focused on the
role of the audience. As in
Shakespearean tradit1on, the audience

see PlAYERS page 11
Later that day in C1nc1nnati, Clinton pledged to keep on going: "I'm
profoundly honored that they [FOP] dectded to stand w1th me for four more
years."
The endorsement and justice repon could not have come at a worse time for
Dole, who was hoping to use cnme as his issue of the week to narrow
Clinton's lead in the polls.
Dole and his aides tried to downplay the FOP endorsement of Clinton,
saying the FOP's \IOte to ~teet Chnton was, ". . . less than unanimous. I bet
80 percent of the police are for Dole," Dole told CNN Monday.
The FOP committee vote, held last Friday. was 19-10 In favor of Clinton,
with 10 members not voting. according to the Associated Press.
Unanimous or not, the FOP's endorsement is a sharp thorn in Dole's
campaign, and the Clinton camprugn knows it.
"'They've got a real problem now," Clinton said Sunday in lndialoa, Ia. "It's
inconvenient for their rhetoric. We were right and they were wrong."

LAURA SOVLARicollfnbulillg plwtogropMr

Actcn Scott McKMde ...s'J8cob Zllllnllr, ........... of sa.......
Shlkeep II . . ~. perform 8 ICen8 flam "'Comedy of Enors."

Thne's a Crowd
Ross Perot won't be geuing an invitation to panic1pate in this year's
presidential debates.
The bipartisan Commission on Presidential Debates announced its
unanimous decision to exclude Perot Tuesday, saying he d1d not have a
"realistic chance'' of winning in November.
1n a statement, Paul Kirk. commission co-cha1r, said the decision was based
in part on Perot's low standing in the polls. " ... Seventy-four percent of the
people say they would not vote for Ross Perot"
The Dole campaign was pleased with the decision, as Perot's participation
was expected to hun Dole.
The decision to hold the debate "without the presence of third-party
candidates was the right one," Dole's Debate Negotiator Carroll Campbell said
in a swement, issued Thesday.
The Clinton campaign meanwhile was less optimistic. "We regret the
dec1sion," Clinton campaign manager Peter Knight told the AssocioJed Pnss.
But the least happy candidate was Perot, who's campaign chairman told
CNN the decision was a "travesty of justice."

see CAMPAIGN page 9
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Following The D re am
A majority of Americans
(69 percent) are somewhat or
very confident they' ll achieve
their personal vision of the
American Dream. Percent
el ievi ng by age grou :

HURSDAY

18-29

e

·

Trent Graphics poster sale, sponsored by Ski Racing
Team Club, Phillips Hall Ballroom, 9 a.m.-3:45p.m.
• "What a Man, What a Woman," presented by Delta
Sigma Theta, commons, noon-2 p.m.
e EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 400, 5 p.m. •
e Baptist Student Union Thursday Night Fellowship,
Baptist Student Center, 5:30 p.m.
e Wellness Night, University Recreauon Center, 7-11 p.m.
Sign-ups, UREC atrium, 6-7 p.m. Details: x8734.
e Pre-Pharmacy Soc1ety meetmg, Miller Hall, rm. 208, 7
p.m. Details: Jenmfer, 574-3345.
e "Young Poisoner's Handbook," sponsored by UPB,
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., $2.
e Muslim Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311, 8 p.m.
Details: Shabana or LaTaya, x7746.
• Campus Crusade for Chnst meeting. Miller Hall, rm.
101 ,8p.m.

30-49

73°/o

50-64

67°/o

65+

51 °/o

1-19 percent of this
group say they already
flave achieved their
dream.

source: USA l
ALICIA HOOD/staff artist

• Phi Ch1 Theta comm1Uee head meeung, Zane Showker
Hall, rm. 204. 8 p.m. Details: Aileen, 432-1723.
e Bruce Benedict, Taylor Down Under stage, 8-10:30 p.m.

IFRIDAY

lOI

• Trent Graphics poster sale, sponsored by Ski Racing
Team Club, Phillips Hall Ballroom, 9 a.m.-1 :45 p.m.
e Vendor sale, sponsored by Zeta Phi Beta, Warren Hall
patio, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
e BaptiSt Student Union Friday Night Bible Study, Baptist
Student Center, 7 p.m.
e "James and the Giant Peach," sponsored by UPB,
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., $2.
• Natural Highs Acoustic Jam, Taylor Down Under stage,
9-11:30 p.m.
• Free billiards, sponsored by Natural Highs, Comer
Pocket Gameroom, 9 p.m.-midnight.

!SATURDAY

211

I

• "James and the Giant Peach," sponsored by UPB.
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., $2.
e Dance of the Decades, sponsored by Baptist Student
Union, Baptist Student Center. 9 p.m.- I a.m.
• Delta Sigma Theta party, Phillips Hall Ballroom,
10 p.m.-2 a.m.

!SUNDAY

lll

e Sunday Celebration, sponsored by Presbyterian Campus
Ministry. PCM Center, 5 p.m.
• Spoken Eucharist and "Dead Man Walking," presented
by Lutheran Student Movement, Moody Hall Lounge, 6 p.m.
• The Bluestone yearbook meeting, Antbony-Seeger HaJJ,
rm. 217,7:30 p.m. Details: Sonal, x6541.
• "Empire of the Sun," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7:30 p.m., free.
• Phi Sigma Pi chapter meeting, Zane Showker Hall, rm.
G-7. 8:30p.m. Details: Becky, 433-2461 or Shannon, x7236.
Send Duke Days lnform.tlon

In wr1t1oc

to Paula Finkelstein,
AMistent News Editor,
TIN ,.,..., Antttony..Seeeer Hall,
drop It off M n.. BrHN ofllce
or fax It to 5684738.
lnfonnatloft It run on a spece-avallable ..-....

Switzerland's plan to mass-slaughter
'mad cows' meets strong opposition

Musical artist Tupac Shakur's death
prompts discussions about peace

BERN. Switzerland - The Swiss government's proposal
to kjJJ up to 230,000 cattle in hopes of eradicating mad cow
disease met with strong opposition Tuesday.
"An act of madness!" raged the German-speaking mass
Circulation new paper Blick Tuesday.
The Small Farmers Union said the cull would be
equ1valent to a "declaration of bankruptcy" for its members.
The Swiss Union of Master Butchers said it was unfair that
attempts to restore the beef market should be borne by
taxpayers.
Mad-cow disease, formally known as bovine spongiform
encephalopathy, or BSE, a fatal brain-wasting affliction that
scientists believe may be passed on to humans in the new
variant of the human equivalent, Creutzfeldt Jakob disease.
The Swiss plan, subject to a vote by Parliament next
December, is likely to have an impact on the European
Union and how it handles the even greater outbreak of mad
cow disease in Britain.
Over the next three years the Swiss cabinet wants to
slaughter every cow born before Dec. I, t990, when the
government imposed a ban on giving cows feed made from
sheep and other ruminants.
The offspring of infected cows would also be culled. The '
total figure represents about a third of the total Swiss herd.
A ao-ahead from Parliament is expected to add pressure
on Britain from the European Union to take similar action.
Britain is already seeking to reduce the planned slaughter
of 125,000 caule after a new report indicated the disease '
would die out in five years with or without a cull.
EU partners, however, rejected any reduction Tuesday.
Switzerland has had 223 cases of mad cow disease, giving
it the second highest incidence after Britain, which has had
over 163,000 cases.
Last week Switzerland reported three new cases of the
disease in cattle, two cows born after the feed ban. It brought
the number of cases this year to 13.

NEW YORK -Some of the biggest names in rap. from
both the past and the present, will gather Sunday at a Nation
of Islam mosque to discuss how to promote peace 10 the
wake of Tupac Shakur' s death.
"There's nothing we can do to bring Tupac back. but
there are tens of thousands who admire him," srud Mmister
Conrad Muhammad , the Nation of Islam's New York
representative. "This meeting is to give some clarity to his
life so they won't immortalize the wo.,rst of him and try to
imitate that."
Muhammad sa1d confirmed participants in the "day of
atonement" at Mosque No. 7 in Harlem include Notorious
B J.G.. also known as Bigg1e Smalls; producer Sean "Puffy"
Combs; A Tribe Called Quest; former Public Enemy
frontman Chuck 0 ; hip-hop pioneers OJ Kool Here and
Afrika Bambaataa; and actors Malik Yoba and N'Bushe
Wright.
He said the meeting would call for tho hip-hop nation "to
atono for the self-destructive, genocidal lifestyle that has
claimed one of the potentially most brilliant black artisl'! .we
have ever produced."
Shakur, whose violent "gangsta"' raps sold millions of
albums, was caught m a drive-by shooting Sept. 7 in Las
Vegas and died six days later. No arrests have been made;
police continue to mvestigate but have few clues.
Shakur and his record company, Death Row. had been
feuding with Combs and his protege Biggie Smalls. whose
real name is Christopher Wallace.
Shalcur accused Wallace of complicity in a 1994 robbery
at a midtown Manhattan recording studio that left Shakur with
severe bullet wounds and without $40,000 worth of jewelry.
Wallace denies any involvement; no arrests were made.
Sha.kur died after being shot while leaving a Mike Tyson
fight 10 the passenger seat of a BMW driven by Death Row
CEO Marion Knight, whose ties to the notorious Bloods
gang are speculated to be a possible motive for the shooting.

- AP/newsftDdu aews service

- AP/newsflnder news service
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• News: Students and United Way volunteers design and repaint Cantrell Avenue Wal l as pan of United Way's "Day of
Caring." Representatives will collect canned food in residence halls and several campus locations now through
September 25 as part of the campaign.
• Focus: Casual sex at JMU -What are the consequences?
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James Madison University
Office of Career Services
Presents

A University-Wide Career Day
Thursday, September 26, 1996
1:00 - 5:00 PM
Convocation Center

There are over 100 organizations scheduled to participate in Opportunities 1 . Following is a list of those organizat.ions wh·o· have in~i~ted they will hav~ infonnation
available regarding summer jobs/internships and those who have indicated they will have infonnation on career/full-time posttlons. Thts tS a great opportumty for students
of all class levels to stop by, meet employers and gain invaluable career infonnation.
Summer Jobs/Internships

ADP
American Management Systems
Anser

Burlington lndustnes
Bustness Impact Systems, Inc.
Chesapeake Restaurant Group
Chesterfield Counry Police Department
Circuit Cny (Fmance)
Coopers & Lybrand, L.L.P.
Delottte & Touche
rtcctrontc Data Systems
Electronics Boutique
Enterprise
'
Federal Bureau of lnvestiption
Ferguson Enterpnses
GE Fanuc
Kohl's Department Stores
KPMG Peat Marwtck LLP
Lansdowne Resort
NationsBank
Naval Surface Warfare Center
Northwestern Mutual Lafe Insurance
Premier Car Rental
Price Wat,mouse
Reynolds Metals Company 4f
RWD Technologies, Inc.
Ryan HomesiNVR
SAS Institute
Schwan's Sales Enterprises
Smithsonian Institution
SNL Securities, LP
Sprint
Techmatics
Virginia Department ofTaxation
Western Auto
World Access

Come join us!

Career Info/Full-Time Employment

ADP
Aerotelc
American Management Systems
Andersen Consulting
Anser
Auditor of Public Accounts
Bell Atlantic
Blackbaud, Inc.
Booz-Allen &. llarmlton
Branch Electrac Supply Company
Burlington Industries
Busmess Data Services, Inc.
Business lmpnct Systems, Inc.
CnrMax, a Circuit City Company
Carpenter Company
Chesapeake Restaurant Group
Chesterfield County Police Department
Circuit City (Corp?rate)
Circuit City (Finance)
Computer Associates International, Inc.
Coopers & Lybrand, L.L. P.
Crestat
Crown Books
Cyntergy
Deloitte & Touche
Dept of Defense, (Audit)
DMG Securities, Inc.
Dunham-Bush, Inc.
Electronac Data Systems
Electronics Boutique
Enterprise
Fastena.J Company
Federal Bureau of Investigation
I ferguson Enterprises
First Union Corporation

Car~r

lnfo!Fuii-Time Employment

First Virginia Bank
Freddie Mac
GE Fanuc
GEICO
Great American Restauronts
IBM
ICS Information Technologies
IIcon Office Solutions
Information Management Consultants
Jefferson Natsonal Bani.
John Hancock Financial Services
Kohl's Department Stores
KPMG Peat Manvick LLP
Kroger Company
Lansdowne Resort
Lockheed Martin
Marl:el Corporation
Mamou Management Servaces
May Dept Stores, Hecht's Dtvasion
Mid-Atlantic Agency of Mass Mutual
NationsBank
Naval Air Systems Command
Naval Audat Service
Naval Sea Systems Command
Naval Surface Warfare Center
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
Nonvest Financsal
Olde Dascount Stockbrokers
Peace Corps
Peebles Department Stores
Perdue Farms, Inc.
Perot Systems Corporation
Pizza Hut
PRC, Inc.
Premier Car Rental

Career Info/Full-Time Employment

Price Waterhouse
Pnce Waterhouse· OOS
Prime Time Rentals
Renaissance Mayflower Hotel
Reynolds Metals Company
Rollins Leasing Corporation
RWD Technologies, Inc.
Ryan Homes/NVR
SAS Institute
Schwan's Sales Enterprises
Sears, Roebuck and Company
Service Merchandise
Sheetz, Inc.
Smithsonian Institution
SNL Securities, LP
Sodexho
Spnnt
Standard Register
Techmatics
Thomas Havey LLP
Toys'R' Us
Travelers/Aetna Property-Casualty Co.
TruGreen•ChemLawn
U.S. Marine Corps
Virginia Department ofTaxatjon
Wallace
Wai-Mart Stores, Inc.
Western Auto
World Access
Yount, Hyde & Barbour P.C

~-

Dress professionally!

Bring several copies of your resume!

<t 1 '

Transit _ _
contlnuecl from Pille 3

too crowded or else I miss them"
Pan of the reason the buses are so
crowded is becaUJe sllldenu all try to
catch the bus right before class.
'The routes that run right before
the hour on Monday. Wednesday and
Friday, especially around 10 a.m.• are
way too crowded," Stienes said. "I
catch the bus at the first Olde Mill
stop, and it'.s usually almost full by
then. SomeiJmes, the people waiting
at the [second] ~top don't even get
picked up."
Because of overcrowdjna. many
st udents who live in apartment
complexes on Port Republic Road
said they are leaving earlier for class.
1'he best times [to catch the bus]
are on the hour or at five after; they
get to campus at around 15 afler,"
Bowers said. "If you take the buses
that come later, you don't get to
Godwin until about a quarter 'lit, and
that's not enough time to walk across
campus. The ~rly ones are really the
only ones to take to get to class on
the other side of campus on time."

Period_ _

SGA h'olds its first meeting

Ho;:o~~o!;~~~b writers be
cited for plagiarism or just unoriginal
writing?
In his address at Villanova
University Monday, Dole used an
allusion to Barney Fife, an
incompetent sherifrs deputy on the
old "Andy Grifrith" show, to slam
Clinton on crime.
"He t.alk.s Like Dirty Harry, but he
acts like Barney Fife," Dole said.
The Clinton campaign was quick
to jUmp on the line, saying it
mtmicked a 1992 Clinton press
release that suued. "When it comes to
fighting crime. George Bush talks
like Clint Eastwood. but his record
looks like Barney Fife.''
But tn fact neither Dole nor
Clinton were the first politicians to
use Barney Fife as a means of
attacking their opponents.
Georgia Gov. Zell Miller (D)
made a similar reference to Fife in a
1992 speech, and former New Jersey
Gov. Tom Kean (R) used ilm 1988.
Poor Barney

Senate elects chairperson pro tempore to head sessions

Bob Dole did pick up an
endorsement of sorts this week.
Newly crowned Miss America
Tara Dawn Holland told Tht
Washington Post she tS a Republican
and supports her fellow Kansan Bob
Dole.
"I agree with his stand on family
values and welfare reform," Holland
said.

professor, stated he feels a policy that
would allow students (JlOre time to
add/drop would be advantageous
becaUJe students could meet at least
three times in the free period and
have more time to drop until they
find replacement courses.
However, Reilly strongly feels tt
Is "difficult for students to come into
a course even a few days late."
Students who add late "need a lot
more personal auention" because of
missed homework assignments and
lecLUres.
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contfnued from page 3
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"On the Campaign Trail" is
comptled from a combination or
Associated Prtss, USA Today and
The Washington Post reports.

by Brad Jenkins
SGA

r~pontr

At the first Student Government
Association meeting of the year
Tuesday. senators dealt with many
organizational tssues
Senators elected Commuter Sen
KeUy Sheeran to serve as chairperson
pro tempore. According to SGA
President David Baker, the jOb
requm:s that the person run senate
meetmgs. 'The person needs to make
!lure the meeting runs according to
parliamentary rules," he said.
Commuter Sen. Max Finazzo
and Sen . Ann Marie Phillips,
Cleveland Hall, were nominated
for the posttion.
Before votmg, 'ienators listened
to brier speeches by the candidates
and asked them questions. Most
di~ussion centered around senators'
desires to have an unbiased
ch:urperson.
•
Finaz.z.o srud he hns learned to be
unbiased through hts work as a
campus cadet, where he said
objectivity is Important.
Phillips said her experience with
SGA elections tauJJnt her to be
unbiased. "My responsibility to the
senate ts more important than my
personal opinion.''
Sheeran said her experience on
Honor Council hearings has helped
her become unbiased. She was
supported by several senators who
worked with her last year.
Commuter Sen. Richard Jenktns
said each candidate would serve the
senate effectively, but Sheeran ~tood
above the rest

"It's like one of those questtons
where you have three nght answers
and you have to pick the best one,
but Kelly Sheeran ts the best choice,"
Jenkins said . "S he can put her
feelings aside and do what's right."
Tuesday's meeting also featured
two guest speakers who addressed
the senate on SGA responsibility and
the University Recreation Center.
Robert Scott. vice president of
student affatrs, addressed the senate

about its responsibilities thjs year and
challenged senators to make JMU a
better place.
"I feel very passionately about this
university,'' Scott said. "It is the best
co mprehensive university in the
United States," he ~aid.
Scott encouraged se nators to
become p3!StOnate about JMU. as
well. "You want to keep JMU a top
university You want to make it
better," he said.
Enc Nickel, director of universtty
recreation. addressed the senate
about the new University Recn:ation
Center.
Nickel told the senate there are
several aspects of UREC that are
~ti ll not open but should be within

the next few weeks. Among them
will be a sand volleyball court and a
barbecue pll outside the pool area.
He oJso said furniture will be added
to the atrium.
Nickel addressed a concern from
the senate about limited lighting on
the walkway that leads to the center.
He srud brighter lighting wtll be put
up by the end of September.
The 140.000 square-foot building
will officially open Oct. 4, Nickel
sa1d. The opening will include a band
performance at the UREC atrium,
noon-3 p.m. and a ribbon-cutting
ceremony, 3-4 p.m.
Also at the meeting:
• Richard Prisinuno. Honor
Council investigator, addressed
SGA about the lawsuit filed by a
rorrner Honor Council invesLigator
agamst JM U President Ronald
Carrier. Prisinzano asked senators to
sohcit funds for the Honor Code
Legal Defense Fund from their
constituents. uwe've incurred a lot or
costs," he said The court date for
the lawsuit is Sept. 27.
• Baker satd SCA is sponsoring a
presidential eleclion debate between
representatives of the College
Republicans and the Young
Democrats Sept. 23 at 5:30 p.m. in
the Highlands Room.
A student panel will ask
representatives from each group
questions about the upcoming
election.
• The senate unanimously approved
the Executive Board's selection of
Director of Class Government Ktm
Wilson and Parltamentarian Kyle
Wesson.

Bluestone class pictures will be taken
.sept. 23 - Sept 27
Sept. 30 - Oct. 4
OCt. 7 - Oct. 11
in Taylor 305
There is a $5.00 sitting fee for all
students to appear in the yearbook.
I
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•

Come early to avoid the last week rush! ,
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Programs in the College of Integrated Science and Technology,
the department of secondary education in lhe CoJiege of
Education and the school of accounting in the College of
Busine!s each are offering classes that will spend all or pan of
the ~all semester analyzing ways the Internet can benefit their
parucular academic discipline.
Computer science professor Mark Lattanzi said, '111e Web is
becoming pervasive in the commercial world. Knowledge of
homepage creation gives students an advantage today. In the near
future. the Same knowledge wiJI be required"
Lattanzi's course, Computer Science 138: Being Productive
wilb the Computer, was introduced in the fall of 1995. Students
this semester will spend about two weeks working on their
pa_g~; "Creating a Web page is realty quite simple," Lattanzi
S&Jd. It really doesn't take much time."
His students, mostly freshmen, typically create a homepage
that houses a picture of themselves, discusses where they are
from. where they went to high school and lists the activities they
are anvolved in at JMU, according to Lattanzi.
The department of secondary education is also taking steps to
make sure their students remain "Web competent." Education
370: Instructional Technology spends several weeks of the
semester teaching students Hypertext Markup Language. the
computer language in which Web documents are written.
Although Instructional Technology began several years ago.
only recently has the class focused its attention on the Web.
"The course has gone through several generations as
technology has evolved," said David Zimmerman, instructional
technology professor ..At one time. students of this course were
learning to operate camcorders. Now, we've turned our attention
toward the Web."
The educatton department has also made it a priority to
continue the lntemet-related education of teachers already in the
field. Charles Dubene~ic teaches a graduate class titled
Educational Technology in addition to his undergraduate section
of Instructional Technology.
The focus of the two classes are similar, according to
Oubenezic. "In both the graduate class and the undergrad class
we teach students to use the Web as a teaching tool.
"With their own homepage. students are able to share what
they are learning in their classes with each other," Dubenez.tc
said
Zimmerman stresses the importance fOT future teachers to
have a working knowledge of technology. "The Internet is going

to continue to play
must be prepared."

an important role in education, and educators

Junior instructional technology and education minor Rohit
Setty agrees. '"Technology is evolving so quickly. It's important
that I \ecp up," Seuy said. "When I'm teaching, my students wiiJ
be asking me questions about the Net and the Web, and I'll need
to be prepared to answer those questions."
The department of accounting also rccognius the importance
of integrating Internet instruction with more traditional fonns of
higher learning. Their course. titled Accounting 49 I: Advanced
Account ina Information System Technology. provides an indepth investigation of homepage creation.
The course is part of the accounting information systems
concentration, a "hybrid" curriculum that combines traditional
accounting courses with more technical computer courses. The
concentration prepares students to enter an accounting job
market that is becoming Increasingly computerized, said David
Fordham, Advanced AIS Technology professor.
"A study oJ Web page production is especially important m
the technically minded disciplines," Fordham said. ''Employers
in these fields are always wowed by students who leave college
knowing how to work with [homepages]."
Advanced AIS technology students also work on Web
proJects beyond the creation of their own homepage. Students in
past !ttmesters have developed homepages for the school of
accounting, the masters of business administrnllon program, the
Center for Profession Development and seventl facuJty members.
Other academic programs, such as those in the school of
media arts and design. do not offer speci fic classes that
concentrate on homepage creation. They instead provide broad
Internet education across their entire curricula, so all students
may benefit.
Por students looking to design their own homepages but have
little or no idea where to start, The Media Development Lab in
the ISAT building offers a workshop titled " Html and The
Web." The two-hour workshop provides an introduction to HtmJ
language and shows students how to add links and images to
their hornepages.
"l'he classes are designed to teach part1clpants JUSt enough so
that they can go out and continue to learn on their own," swd
senior computer science major and Media Development Lab
assistant Brian Carpinelli.
Some of the classes are already full, and others are filling
quickly. More classes may be offered this semester and during
second block, Carpinelli said.

continued from page 5

at SSE productions is not in the dark. The actors will often
interact or joke with an audience member or use them in the
action. This puts audience members on the spot and keeps lhem
from beang just passive observers, Cohen said.
According to Amantha Hagood. a member of the company,
'"They (the audi~] are not JUSl invested in the show, they are
vital ... It's different for us every time because of the different
audience."
Joanne Gabbin, director of the Honors Program, said when
she has seen SSE. she has been affected by the way SSE ..makes
the show come alive ... the audience feels part of iL"
SSE keeps the rich trodition of Shakespeare's plays alive and
auempts to remain true to that history.
"You have to remember thot Shakespeare wrote [the
dlrecllonj into the show," Warren said.
SSE will perform "Comedy of Errors" Sept 20 at 5:30 p.m. in
the Arboretum.
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Don't miss this ...
IL eadership IE ducation And liD evelopment
is launching two new programs...

fl EXELO~£ & I<eyS fl
There will be an Orientation and Registration
Session for interested students:

C«DllPP"A~RC&JJXllliYE
JMU Help

Line - #6411
Presents

Office

Tickets !'!f~ f!~avance :
to-2 Fri, sept 20
Taylor Hail
Women's Resource Center

n

Thursday Sept. 19th
in

I

everything
a very special benefit
"By Students For Students"
@ The

IT®rn®[]]]

Wednesday
September, 25 ·
10 pm
For more info call Jen 574-0495

·T he Highlands Room
at

7P.M.
•tor more information call the Madison Leadership Center
in Taylor 205 at x6538
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A "what-are-you-thinking.. dart to girls who wear
heels and short skins to their 8 a.m. classes. If you're
trying to impress us guys ... give 1t up. Half of us
aren't conscious at that hour of the morning.
Sem in by a student who would appreciate the
trouble you go to much more at a fraternity parry.

Pat.•.

Evaluating the cost of UREC
MU's new recreation center is a showpiece for Astroturf field could have gone to enhance the
the university, as it rightly should be. However, academic programs that already exist. It is the quality
considering the $18.2-million price tag and the of these programs that have made JMU one of the toplack of on-campus housing, one wonders if 1MU ranked universities in the nation, not its recreation
properly aJJocated the funds to build UREC.
center. The extravagance of UREC could have been
The addition of the College of Integrated Science and scaled back to free up more funds to improve the
Technology has resulted in the influx of more students, caliber of the university's academic programs which are
something which the university administration must the reaJ factors students use to determine which school
have anticipated. Yet nothing was done to compensate they will attend.
The simple fact that the university was forced to
for the logi stical problems created by additional
students.
,,
delay renovations to residence halls
Conseq~ently. JMU is faced . ~ith
and house students in Howard
overcrowdmg m classrooms, dmmg
•
. •
Johnson gives credence to the idea
facil.ities . and residence hall s.
that the millions spent on UREC
P~r~IOnS, If not all, of the $18.2 oifthefiacili~""
should have been spent more wisely.
m1lhon spent on UREC could have
•J,
Professors should not have to hold
been applied to remedy these
classes in Grafton-Stovall Theatre
problems, whi ch are far more
•
because there is nowhere else that
pressing than the need for a
can accommodate the 500 students in
recreation center. Items like food and
•
rt t
the class.
shelter are basic necessities required
Go into any of the dining facilities
for human life, while the mulititude
at 6 p.m. and wait in line or try to
of glass-enclosed racquetball courts
'd ' hall "
find a table, and one will quickly
are a luxury.
realize there are more important
Readers should not infer that the
things to spend money on than
need for a recreation center is not real. Overcrowding, weights and treadmills.
the inadequate amount of equipment and the fact that
Surely the new rec center will impress many
Godwin Hall was shared by both students and athletes prospective students, and it may even influence the
were just a few of the problems that once existed. decisions of some of those students. But 'What will leave
However, the grandiosity of the new facility suggests a more lasting impression on them: a glimmering new
that the money could have been spent better.
rec center with the most modem equipment or the fact
1)c building looks like the Taj Mahal compared with that they may have to live in a hotel or with three
others on campus, and that is where the problem lies. roommates in a two-person room.
No expense was spared in the building of the facility,
------with the exception that it was built at the expense of The house editorial njlects the opinion of the editorial
board which consists of the editor; managing editor and
more important things, such as residence halls.
The money wasted to install a tile mural and an opinion editors.

J

No expense was
spared ln the buz/dzng
with the
exception that it was
buzlt at the expense of
more zmpo an
things such as
resz ence
s.

A "thanks-for-havmg-limitless-patience" pat to the
Card Services office workers. When the printer
failed, they tried everything from Static Guard to
rebooting the entire system just to print my card.
Sent in by a grateful student who finally has a JA C
to use at UREC.

Dan...
A "til'e-popping" dart to whoever stole my
Sycamore Mongoose mountain bike. You know who
you are! Have you thought about the mud and nature
I'll be missing out on, or are you just an evil person?
Sent in by a student who thinks if you want to right
your wrong and bring the bike back. the bike rack in
Gifford Hall is a good place to start.

Pat••.
A "singing' -in-the-rain" pat to a ROTC Cadet
SGM, who led us through an awesome, motivating
workout early Monday morning.
Sent in by a fellow cadet who /iUs to start the
week out right, even if it is rainy and dreary outside.

Dan...
A "your-roof-is-next" dart to whoever authorized
repair on the Fredrickson Hall roof to begin at 7 a.m.
Hello! There are people trying to sleep here!
Sent in by weary Fred residents who would much
rather awaken ro the sound of an annoying alarm
clock than a hammer.

Pat•.•

•

J

A "random-act-of-kindness" pat to the guy who
walked past J. Willoby's Roadhouse Saturday,
wearing a Puddle Duck T-sbirt, who helped me get
my lawnmower started.
Sent in by a student who tries to eam extra cash
on the weekend as long as her equip~nt doesn't jaiL

OP/ED

Time management t~oubles
Did you .see the movie ''Twister" this summer? You know
sleep." The college experience is one big sleepless haz.e. But you
the one with Helen Hunt and Bill Paxton as professional sto~
just don't understand - I love sleep. I mean I really, really love
chasers. Well. it doesn't really matter because you didn't have to
sleep. 1 love it so much that on questionnaires where you' re
see it to be able to envision my ingenious analogy.
supposed to put favorite hobbies, I write sleep.
In the movie, there were about 198 tornadoes each one
Anyway, with all the things that occupy my time during the
intensifying in strength and leaving greater destruct1~n than the
day, the only time I have left to study is at night With 17 credit
last. Okay, here's the analogy. If you let the stonns represent
hours you could probably guess I've been up pretty late the past
classes, pl~ging a sorority, homework, papers, and a tornado
few nights. My biggest fear is that someday the sun is going to
represent ~JOb. you have a whirlwind of actjvily I jokingly refer
come up and octually say to me. "You again?"
to as my hfe.
Another problem I've had with my new and tmproved
Although it seems like I have o million things to do lately,
schedule is that I'm startin& to feel like kind of a snob. You
and sometimes find myself wishing for a 32-hour day, the fact
lnow those Hollywood types you see on television who wear IS
that I'm always busy has taught.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . gold chains with their shiru open
me the value of two very
to the navel, get massages all
important things: (I) the solution
day, and say things like. "You
to a busy .schedule is time
know what babe - I'm all
management, and (2) that a good
booked up this week." That's
solution usually brings on a new
-Kelley Blassingame
what I feel like sometimes
set of problems.
Friends have asked me to do
After realizing what a hectic
things with them recently and I
semester I was in for, I dectded to take the bull by the horns,
have to ~ay to them, no lie. ''I'll have to check my calendar."
show initiottve, get a head start - you get the point. In my first
On a brighter note, it has given me a way to get out of doing
bold move toward orgaruzation, I went out and did something
stuff I don' t want to do without lying. So being busy does have
that in the 14 years of my academic career I have never done. I
some perks.
bought a student planner
Even though I've done a lot of complaining, I don' t want to
A few days ago, I went to the mall in searl:h of the perfect
seem like I can' t stand my life right now just because it's a little,
okay a lot, crazy I love the things that are keeping me busy.
appointment keeper. After a competitive selection process, I
chose my planner. I left the mall feeling it was S9.9S well spent.
most of it anyway, and I'm really glad I finally got myself
When I got home. I opened it up and gazed at its pages. so new,
organized.
I also don' t want to seem insensitive because I know I'm not
so empty. Now, I can' t even remember what it used to look like.
These days. the thing is so full, I had to write "See page 2" to
the only person on thi!> campus with a busy schedule. Heck. I' m
keep track of my numerous appointments. due dates and
sure there' s lots of you who are busier than I am
obligations - and that was just for this week.
However. organizing my hectic schedule has t<~ught me one
My newly found organizattonal skills have definitely helped
more valuable lesson . I' ve discovered what we need to
me budget my time and iceep good track of my busy life.
remember, is no mauer how busy we are, that we should never
However. it has created a few problems too. First of all. I thtnk I
be to busy for the most important of priorities: peace of mind.
may have gone overboard with all of my student planning. l now
Don't forget to schedule time specifically for the purpose of
preservalion of sanity. Relax on the quad while you still can;
have such a ttght schedule I have found myself penciling in
It'll be covered in snow before you know it. Watch TV, take a
anything and everything under the sun.
My entire ext stence operates by my calendar. I have a set
nap or, my personal favorite, buy a pack of M&Ms and eat all
ume for everything from class. to Interviews, to eating. But 10
the yellow ones first.
Whatever you choose, just don ' t forget tn a ll of your
case you were wondenng, no. I do not write tn ttrne to ao to the
scheduling to clock 10 some time only foT chilling. Trust me, tt
bathroom - although you w1ll have to excuse me in a few
seconds; It's my scheduled time 10 breathe.
will make life's tornadoes a tittle less destrucove.
There is one thing. one very Important thing, I have not
penc1led in nearly enough time for- sleep. I know, I know,
Kdl~y 8/assmgam~ is a sophomor~ mass commumcation
you're all thinking "But college students aren't supposed to
major.

Guest Columnist

LE'I'TEHS '('() 'f'IIE

Ef)f'J'()f~

'Friday the Thirteenth' continues to
haunt faculty, staff and students
To the Editor:

scenarios of such magnitude are being produced annually at our
university. They cenainly make a substantial contribution to
educational excellence, school spirit and employee morale.
You know I just can' t wait for the release of the next Wilson
Hall Production. Inside sourc:es tell me that its tentative title is
"Friday the Thirteenth: The Honor Code Bites the Dust"

The folks who brought you the infamous JMU disaster film.
"Friday the Thirteenth" on Jan. 13, 199S, have returned with a
remarkable sequel. "Friday the Thirteenth: The Massacre
Dr. Bob a.n.on
Continues."
achool of arts and art history
You might remember that the first ..Friday the Thirteenth"
blockbusrer centered on heinous deeds of destruction: the axing
of the JMU physics depanment and the firing of a popular, We should rethink attitudes, outlooks;
respected dean. The new blockbuster, which premiered
campuswide on Friday. Sept. 13, focuses on the murder of columnist exhibits Ignorance to race
meaningful faculty involvement in curricular and academic
• To u. Editor:
matters.
1 was truly appalled by John Miller's downright meanspinted Sept. 12 guest column "Clinton vs. Himself: attack in
Iraq." In addition to the egregiously deceptive comments and
accusations put fonh. I was particularly outraged by the use of
the tenn "brown people" to collectively refer to people of nonWestern cultures.
One would think that in this era of political correctness, we
as a society would have progressed enough to avoid such broad
labeling of people. Obviously, this is not yet the case.
Ignorance and racial insensitivity continue to exist In the
minds of Americans.
In all likelihood, o thoroughly color-blind society will prove
A major action sequence features the gutting of the to be an endless pursuit. However. we can certainly start toward
University Curriculum Council. The producers of the new this goal by rethinking our attitudes and outlooks toward one
blockbusting film tell us it will.be a gr~t hit and we shoul~ lo~e another.
it for all the excitement, dynarrusm. and mnovative change 11 w11l
David Hendrtckaon
bring to our campus community.
eophomore
The JMU faculty. staff and students, along with
polttJcal Klence and fRtory
adminisrration friends. are ever so thankful that disaster
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Administration continues to block UCC

~~It is quite clear to ... the UCC that the Administration has always been hell-bent on destroying it. "

, I think I'm g~i~g to stop comina to work on Friday the 13th.
I m not superstitiOus about that date, but I'm beginning to
understand why some people are. On Friday January 13 1995
the JMU Administration announced that the Pttysics ~~
was being eliminated.
Last week on Friday the 13th, the Administration boycotted
the year's first meeting of the Undergraduate Curriculum
Council (UCC).
This unprecedented action by the Administration will
undoubtedly lead to another in the long series of crises which
have ch aracreri~ed relations between the faculty and the
Administration over the past few years.
To understand why this event is a crisis, one must know why
the UCC was formed and a bit of its shon history. Jt came about
as a result of faculty dissatisfaction with the curriculum
approval process at JMU.
The definition of curriculum I am using goes beyond courses
and propms to include, for example, the philosophy of the
core curriculum, the courses all students take (Liberal Studies
~r General ~uca.ti<;>n ot JMU). At all respectable universities,
1ssues of thJS magrutude have always been the province of the
faculty or of a faculty-administration coalition.
By 1993, JMU had probably grown too large for its eJtisting
curriculum approval process. The process tended to separate the
roles of faculty and administrators.
Administrators felt that positions taken by faculty impeded
change, and faculty felt that administrators' decisions ignored
lhe1r input.
A faculty referendum showed widespread dissatisfaction, and
the Board of Visitors mandated a change. A small group of
faculty, administrators and a student sat down together and
• designed the UCC. Its structure was ratified by the Board of
Visilm, and I was pleased that this new body would regularly
bring together faculty , students and administrators to discuss
curricular issues.
The UCC began operation in the 1994-'95 academic year.
Its first task was to write a constitution and bylaws, and the
year was a success; faculty, students and administrators came

together to define and codify its operating procedures. I was
hopeful that these successes marked a new beginning at JMU,
and I actively sought chli.rmansbip of the UCC by running for
Speaker pro tempons of the Faculty Senate.
Before the first meeting of 1995-'96, I was handed a list of
changes to the UCC's constitution and bylaws, changes made
not by deliberation among Its members but rather changes
dictated by the Admmistration. I admit that my natural urge
was to question these changes, and an exchange of terse memQs
between me and Jeffrey Nobel, executive assistant to the
president, resulted.

Guest Columnist
-William H. Voige
Eventually two members of the UCC and I met with Mr.
Nobel, and a compromise was reached. They gave a little, we
gave a little, progress was made. Our agreement seemed to
reinforce the 1mponance of ongoing faculty-administration
dialog.
Mr. Nobel's final memo on th1s issue began "[i)n an attempt
to move forward and . .. to enhance trust." This was progress
and a truly hopeful sign. Faculty and administrators can
cooperate and reach agreement!
I thought things went rather well last year. The word
"unanimous" appears in our minutes a substantial number of
times. We reached unanimous accord on a number of tricky
issues.
I'm not cla1ming that we always agreed. Faculty clearly did
not agree with the Admimstration oo General Education, for
example. But 1 sincerely thought we were making progress
toward working together. 1 was a fool.
This year has not begun well. Letters sent to me last week
narrowed the authority of the UCC to t~ point where it ceases

to serve any significant purpose. Its role in the program review
process has been eliminated.
A leuer from Bethany Oberst, vice president for academic
affairs, declares the UCC's work on General Education
complete and states that "[w]hen the UCC considers items
which fall under 1ts purview, the administrative members will
be happy to attend."
Since the drastically reduced purview of the UCC means that
it will rarely meet, the brief era of faculty-administration
discussion of curricular issues has been terminated. Despite the
grim Implications of Or. Oberst's letter, I cannot help but be
amused by the image of the UCC's administrative members
dutifully marching off in Jock step to tbe UCC or - more
frequently- duufully staying home en masse.
I should have seen this coming. h is quite clear to all of us
on the UCC that the Administration has always been hell-bent
on destroymg it One of last year's tactics was to try to discredit
me as its chairman.
I was repeatedly attacked for subcomrruttee appointments I
made, desp1te scrupulous adherence to the wntten rules. Indeed,
the appointments for which I was most vigorously attacked
were approved by unanimous votes of the UCC- both its
faculty and its administrative members.
Although I deliberately used the word "crisis" to describe
these events, this is not a crisis of the magnitude of the Friday
the 13th termination of the phys1cs depanment. It will not
~enerate banner he.adlines 1n the Daily News-Record or
widespread alann from outside the uruversity.
We have to fight this one ourselves. Faculty unrest brought
the UCC about. Perhaps faculty action can preserve it. As a first
step, I would propose that it1s our duty and right to a'ik whether
the narrowing of the UCC's authority and a boycott of its
meetings by the Admlmstration doesn't fly in the face of the
intent of the Board of Visitors m establishing it. I do not wish to
preside over the emasculation of the UCC.
William H. Votge is a proftssor of chtmistry and chamnan
Undtrgraduau Cumculum CounciL
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Student
Republicans and Detnocrats
Debate

~

ACOUSTIC JAM Nl~,.. .
AT TAYLOR DOWN

SEPT. 20 9pm ,
,Pocket*
Pocket*
~-er Pocket*
"""....-·. . Pocket*

~

I

out at Taylor Down
the music and play some

pool!!!***
Questions; call Carmen Hazard at 564.-2632 or
Kara Couch at 433 .. 5340

-

---~
-

Monday, September 23
S:30 p.m.
The Highlands Room, Warren~ 5th floor

JMU Student Organizations have been invited to
ask questions that are relevant to their group's
cause and the 1996 Presidential election. Join us
for an exchange of ideas that will affect our future.
Be responsible. Register to vote Tuesday, September
24- Thursday, September 26,
Warren Hall.
Sponsored by the Student Government Association and the
Madison Leadership Center

_ _ ..._..____
____ - -- - - --=-- -
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Beyond the
the beat still goes on
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WX)M: a look behind disc jockey wizardry
by Katherine AJden
_

___::c:..::
ontributin~itt::;r_ __

lmagme liv1ng tn a world created
and maintained completely by
college students where the highe 1
authorily figure 1s barely 2 I year
old. Such is lhe env1ronmen1 of
WXJM. JMU's studem ndio stauon
rucked away tn the front of AnthonySeeger Hall.
WXJM , probably 1he only
Harrisonburg business office thai
plas1ers its walls With pos1ers,
slickers and Oyers of bands, screams
opportunily. As a college stalion, 11
offers expenence for sludents 1n
radio and technology, provides an
outlet for aspiring young mus1cians
and is open 10 area com munit y
members.
Twenty-four hours a day. seven
days a week. some lislentrs in some
pans of Staun1on, Waynesboro.
Bridgewater and, of course,
Harrisonburg. can tune in to 88.7
FM and hear music of every genre
1ncluding rock. blues. jazz,
acoust1c/folk,
country
and
progressive. More than 200
volunteers and 25 managers are
gaining first-hand experience at the
Federal
Communication~

Commission chartered station while
supporting an tndustry they love music.
"We don ' t turn anyone down if
they want to help.'' uid senaor Sam
Uzwack, WXJM's business
manager. The station welcomes
anyone to volunteer, regardless of
their level of experience, because the
idea is for people to learn. Uzwack
reported a particularly large turnout
from lhis year's freshman class, but
work can be found for all ages and
majors for those curious about the
radio business. Students can act as
DJs, organize and plan shows,
review music or prepare news and
commercial spots
Many people may envision chaos
at a work si te comrolled by their
peers. bu1 a1 WXJM the work is
done m a relaxed atmosphere where
people are there 10 have a good time.
Senior Courtney Sears has worked
morning shifls since lhe summer
after her sophomore year and said
she simply enjoys listening 10 mustc
she has wanted to hear bu1 does not
own.
As a women's s1udies minor,
Sears plays a lol of music by or
abou1 women. She admtts she has a
shgh1 "paranoia.. about leav1ng lhe

microphone on while talking when
she's not supposed to or sending out
dead air (silence), but overall she
thinks most people become more
comfortable wilh lime.
The station managers track
sludent partictpation lhrough a point
11ystem lhat keeps record of the
number of hours spen1 volunteering.
Students can earn poinls by
reviewing a CD or organi zing
albums. Once a volunteer has at least
10 potnts, he or she is eligible to be a
station OJ. However, before actually
going on the a1r, students must pass
lhe FCC radio regulations test to
eam a license.
Because WXJM is a noncommercial s1a1ion, no one on s1aff
Is paid. Sophomore Leigh Ennis, a
manager. said the enjoymenl of
working at WXJM far outweighs the
wide-fell need for monetary
compensation
Problems occur when bands will
not appear at events for the price
WXJM has to offer Ben Finkelstein,
big events director, said he is often
disappointed when bands call llim
asking 10 perform at JMU and are
then lumed off by play1ng for little
or no money.
However, an upcoming concen

he 1s particularly enthusiaslic about
is a show by Ani DiFranco. a female
folk vocaliSt scheduled 10 perform in
Wilson Hall in November.
As much as the students mvolved
in WXJM's show production
appreciate their opportuniues. lhey

are not happy about the wide
criticism
of
the
radio's
programming.
Ennis said she believes the
malcontenl occurs because listeners

see WXJM page 19

(top) Greduete student Teresa Pelletier spends aeveral hours • week at Herrtsonburc'• only colle&e
r.dlo station, WXJM. Before COin& on elr,ltudenta muat pus • test eJven by the FCC. (I) WXJM Is
one of the only JMU ofllces that plasters tts wells wtth potters, ltlckers end ttyera of bends. (above)
Senior Adem Robey teJka to lllteners durlnc his afternoon show.
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Student bands rock JMO
by Jeremy Harman
conJributmg_ w_r...;.i.te
. . ;;.;r__ __

(above Md below) Pleboy members BJ. Williams, Ward Harrtson,
Jason Allen ahd Howard Brown take a break from rehearsfnc to
share a few lauefts In their Maryland Avenue basement Monday
nldrt. Pleboy has played venues such as JM's and The otftce.

Lace on a Monday nigh!,
bandmates decide 10 g1ve up a good
night's sleep in order to perfect lheir
newest musical creauon. They play
their song over and over, mokmg
little changes, until it sounds just
right. They are committed to making
good music, bur don't expect 10 see
lhem on lhe cover of this month 's
Rolling Stone magazine - this is the
music of an avertge college band.
College towns are a key breeding
ground for bands. Even JMU has
produced some nocable successes,
including alumni band Everything
(see related art1cle, page 23), which
tours the United States, playing more
than 200 shows a year.
One JMU band that hopes to
become another uccess story is the j
in mary. Their CO, Choice Words,
released last semester, has sold about
800 copies, according to vocalist
Chns Gough.
Gough, a senior biology major,
S8Jd wh1le his band will still play in
Harrisonburg, they are trying to
expand their li stening area. They
have dates sel up for several venues
in Northern Virginia and Maryland.
Gough said the j in mary
performs at JM's and The Office,
and does acoustic shows a1 The
Little Grill. "We lake advantage of
whal we have here in Harrisonburg,"
he said.
"Harrisonburg isn't as strong as
some places like Charlottesville that
have a lot of venues for bands to
play, and I think thai makes it hard
for Harrisonburg bands."
Senior Rache l Lark said she
thinks the j in mary, along with other
student bands, is a great assel to
JMU. "College band have a lot of
potencial to be successful," she said.
Ward Harn on, 1993 JMU
grtduate and a vocaJistlguitanst for
the band P1eboy, expressed 11 s1milar
opinion. He described che
Hamsonburg mus1c scene a<; having
"enlhusiBSm, wilh no support rock and roll apathy."

Pieboy has played venues such

lb

1M's and The Office, as well as in

lltudents' basements and at offcampus parties Harri\on said he
remembers when he was a cudent.
'There was a slrong mus1c scene. It
used to revolve 1n basements ."
Bands like Cornrocket and Bla.o;t Off
Countrystyle are group) whose
scenes worked because !heir "music
is social," he sa1d.
Blue Ridge Community College
student Chris Kyger plays ba'is for
Spilling Dew, a local band beg1nning
to gaan popularity. lfe pre ·cribes a
three-pan formula for a band's steps
to success. "Your music has to be
good, but you also have to have a
good image and be sociable."
Drummer Tr1v1s Wh1tmore, also
a Blue Ridge student, attributes part
of Spilhng Dew's success 10 1ts goal
orienration "Our firsr b1g goal was
10 play at JM's Now we're tryang to
expand We'd like to get inlo che
CharlotteSville mus1c scene."
But work1ng coward goal s
requires dedicat1on. Srudent bands
often practice anywhere from one to
rhree times a week, sometimes for
lhree or:four hours a1 a rime.
Senior mus1c major Howard
Brown of the band Tanktop travels
to Richmond each week to pracrice
with his bandmates, some of whom
attend other Virginia college!~ .
Ftnding other musicians to share
a vision can somerimes be a
challenge.
"Don't put up signs saying you're
looking for band membe~. Choose
people you know or meet," Brown

advised. " It's not just about how
good omeone can play You have to
be able to get along socially."
Brown describes Tanktop's wund
as "early-'80s soft core porn theme
mus1c ." He met some of h1s
bandmates while they were play1ng
Irish music in Boston
Conside ring challenges ltke
finding bandmates, practic1ng and
looking for places to play, one may
wonder why anyone would be
interested in forming a band.
Harrison said he plays "lo get
chicks and free beer.''
Others ci ted different reuons,
like meeting new people with similar
interesL'l. .
''You have to enjoy the social
aspect," Gough said. "You have to
have fun with it because betng 10 a
band lakes a lot of work "
But for most. it all comes down to
the mus1c. ~ 1 think the number one
reason we play IS because we enJOY
making mus1c. That's most
Important." Kyger said.
Even dedicated musician s
probably won't get prestig1ous gigs
at first "You start out play1ng
wherever you can as often as you
can," Gough sard. ''As we grew, we
could be a litlle more selective."
Jl's roo soon to know just which
bands will be formmg or re-formmg
thi~> semester in the Harrisonburg
area. But the next ume students ore
ready to hear some good music. rhey
should check out a local aot. These
college band members may not be
superstars, but chey love what
they're doing, and 11 shows.
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A life of rock, roll and not-so-fainOUSuwhiUII
commentary
by Jeremy Harman
Nothing can compare to being in a
band.
1 play bass in a local band called
Thermus with three students who
auend Blue Ridge Community
College. Our music is described as
'90s rock, with some of the catchy
hooks and lyrics. While we play a
few covers, original material
dominate.c; our show. My friends and
1 started playing together about a
year and a half ago, and the
experience has been very rewarding.
First, let me say being pan of a
band requires a great deal of
patience. When we first g01 together,
the band would sometimes go a
month or two without a single show.
Still , we practiced every wP.ek
because we were having fun. Our
first gigs were mostly parties and
sclr-promoted shows. Sometimes,
these perfonnances were great. with
people singing along to our original
material. Other times, however, it
seemed people were oblivious to the
fact there was music playing.
But we took things in stride, and
now we are continu ing to grow
musically while gaining popularity.
Our gigs include such places as The
Office and The LiuJe Grill, as well as
McCormick's in Staunton. It's
rewarding to see a song go through a
whole process, from creation to
production. Beginning with a basic
idea or a few catch phases and notes.,
the band molds it into a song.
Afier practicing and revising until
voices crack and fingers bleed, we

are ready to test the song in front of
an audience in hopes of gening a
record deal.
But before making the big jump, a
band has to be ready to hand over
more than just a sample of its sound.
If musicians really want to go
somewhere with their music, they ·
need some kind of recording to
showcase their talents; few people
are willing to give a band a chance to
play without first hearing the music.
Thermos just finished its second
studio recording, "420 Big Ounces."
With this new recording, we are
making an effort to play more often
and get our sound heard. Each time
we go onstage and see other people

enjoying music we produced. our
excitement reaches a whole new
level.
It's thnlling to perform onstage,
with all eyes and ears focused on you
and your bandmates. Occasionally
that thrill works against you, but
often it drives you to play even better
than normal.
For Thermos, It ke most other
bands, it's really all about the love of
making music. Every serious
musician, at least In the back of his or
her mind. dreams of one ultimate
goal- making music for a living.
My band may not win the 1996
MTV music awards, but that's OKso long as we're having a good time.

PHOTOS BY KYLE BUSSI.s~nior pfwrograph~r

(above) Junior Jeremy Hannan and Blue Ridge Community College
students freshman Chris Hannan, sophomore Frank Corbett and
junior Joe Early of local band Thermus teheane Monday night.
(right) Vooalfst Corbett shows off his talent behind a microphone.

WXJM

contlnued from pag,-e-=i~6:-------t-o_b_a_n_d_s_o_r_s_i-ng_l_e_s_t_h-at_a_r_e-no_t__m_u_s-ic-ea-ch_s_h_o_w-.--------1-is-te-ne_r_s-in-t-he-are-a-.- - - - - -

do not pay enough attention to the
programming guide. "People tum on
the station once. don't like what they
hear and never listen again," she said.
People can hear a wide variety of
music in the station if they know
when to tune in. A myth is that DJs
only play music they want to hear,
but WXJM'S FCC charter states that
it must play music tbat "cannot be
heard elsewhere in the [Shenandoah)
Valley," according to Uzwack.
Therefore, WXJM gives air time

996 19

already noted as hits on larger
stations.
And where do the DJs find suoh
obscure music? Some DJs .use their
own music for shows. but WXJM has
a large library of music which music
labels Sony and Teen Beat have sent
free of charge.
Managers determine the levels of
rotation by which albums arc
categorized. COs in heavy rotation
are played most often, and DJs are
responsible for playing some new

Music labels are particularly
interested in feedback from college.
age individuals because a large
portion of their business comes from
that age bracket, according to
Uzwack.
WXJM not only reports back to
labels but also to national music
charts such as Gavin and College
Music Journal. These charts report
the number of spins, or plays, a
single encounters in a week and
reflects the reception it receives from

In a way, college radio could be
considered a testing ground for both
the students running il and the songs
played, but many songs and groups
that later become hits, such as Green
Day and The Dave Matthews Band,
were first heard in lhe Shenandoah
Valley on WXJM, Uzwack said.
While the atmosphere at WXJM
may appear chaotic to some, the
results prove differently. DJs spend
several hours a week making JMU's
sound the best for its listeners.

WXJM W-E:EI<L~ PR06RAI'v\MlN6
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original research paper submissions until Monday. October 14, 1996.
Authors of selected papers will receive $100.
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on the cover page only (entries are judged anonymously):
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/ address
/ academic year

/ phone number
/ major

Submit 3 hard copies, a copy on disk formatted for Microsoft Word, and a
self-addressed, stamped envelope to the English Department office.
lf you have questions, contact Dr. Peter Hager (568-6202).
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Hittin' the hard notes • • •
Gunnar Mossblad performs soulful saxophone Tuesdays at Dave's
by Amy LaVigna
contributing writer

have a real command of the mus1c. I cons1der
every chance I get to play w1th musicians of
Dave Liebman's caliber exceptional."
When local music lovers want to hear a live
Ltebman, who lives 1n New York. has
JaLl performance. who do they go to see?
worked closely with Mossblad for many years
Gunnar Mossblad is usually the resounding producing, composing and playing. He also
an~wer.
plays both classical and ja7l. saxophone.
Mossblnd. a tenor saxophon1st. performs Though Mossblad composes much of h1s own
regularly Tuesday nights with students and music, which he said is a "channel for hi s
fnend at Dave's Taverna. These performance~ emotions," he also enjoys playmg music wntten
at the local eatery are only a supplement to his by other musicians.
Mossblad's first
work
as -------------------------------------- ln!lpirational
professor of
mu<,ic
and
expenence with
coordinator of
music was listening
JBII qudies at
to
Beethoven ,
JMU
Bartok and Nat
At Dave's,
King Cole with his
one can hear the
father after church
1nten~e hum of
Sunday
on
hi~ ~ax ophone
afternoons. Jazz
as he leads h1s
performers such as
quintet. h1S eyes
Miles Da vis and
clo'itd ughtly in
Sonny Rollins also
concentrnuon .
Gunnar Mossblad great ly influenced
Mossblad's
JMU professor of music and JBU studies hi~ work, he said.
expcnence
After earning
e:<tends
far
both his bachelor's
beyond Harrisonburg and JMU He played 1n and master's degrees 1n music from the
clubs like the Village Gate and Vis1ones wh1le University of North Texas, Mossblad began
living in New York City for a year and a half In working on fellowships. He eventually came to
the early '90s. He also performs in Europe JMU in 1982to teach saxophone and jazz.
every summer and tours the United States
''l leach my students the highest standard of
throughout the year, playing at various jan excellence in music, in order that they can be
clubs. This is made possible by funds granted to vaable in the professional music world,"
h1mby JMU.
Mossblad said.
One can hear Mossblad's passion 10 his
Music students of Mossblad's share his
vo1ce as he d1scusses the quintessential enthusiasm to perform and learn jau.
experiences in his music career. The most
Senior music performance major Wells
passionate experiences of Moss blnd 's
Hanley said, "Mr. Mossblad is 100 percent
professional career were playing with his fe low energy in the classroom." Along with lessons in
"greats" for a receptive. captivated audienc ·• he rhe classroom by Mossblad, Hanley has taken
said.
private jazz from him and currently performs
"I love to work with great musicians that with Mossblad at Dave's Taverna.

" I love to work with great

musicians that
have a real
command of the
. "
muszc.

PUOTOS BY JEN BAKEWsta./fphmngraphtr
Mossblad, professor of several jazz classes In JMU's music department, teaches the
soprano &aXophone to one of his classes. He also gives private lessons.

"He [Mossblad] has defiru1ely innuenced my
appreciation of music by introducing me to
other performers," Hanley said of his driven
professor. "By motivating me to work hard, he
has helped me to become a better musician."
Senfor English major Renee Kingan agreed.
"Mossblad is knowledgeable about all facets

Gunnar MoubiiiCI pl.,_ the aaxophone white senior Erik O.ldefto plucks the acoustic b8A 8t Oave'a Taverna on Tuesday.

of mUSIC. He's able to -focus· In on what a
snident needs.
"Mossblad is responsible for everythmg that
I know about jau," she said.
But for Mossblad, jan is almost inherent.
Growing up in Omaha, Neb., Mossblad first
began playing the clarinet at age nine, picked
up saxophone at II and later began nute m age
13.
He also reaches and conducts The JM U Jazz
Ensemble. The group has received
" internataonal recognition," according to
Mossblad. They were invited tO perform th1s
past summer in the Graz International Music
Festival in Austria, in addition to a European
tour that included the Montreaux Festival in
Switzerland and the North Sea Jazz Festival in
the Netherlands.
"We were very happy to have been invited
to such preStigious JBU restivals,'' Mossblad
said. smiling
Mossblad has been playing with groups and
performers such as Dave Liebman, The Gunnar
Mossblad Quartet and Percussion Discuss1on,
recording songs and albums with various
groups including Joy: The Mus1c of John
Coltrane.
Mossblad first began playing contemporary
jazz with the Visions quintet and eventually
recorded Visions, his first record, under the
Four Leaf Clover Records label.
He has also recently recorded Convergence,
a solo album released in the United States in
1995 and soon to be released in Europe and
Japan. This album reatures Mossblad with
Dav1d Liebman and "The Manhattan
Saxophone Ensemble."
Mossblad's most ruent activity involves
The Manhattan SMopbone Ensemble and a new
distribution deal for a CD with a Swedish
company. The still-unnamed album Is pending
completion this year. But for all Mossblad's
experience. he says he feels like there is sti II
room for growth through his music.
"1be most impon.ant thing about music and
the hardest thing to teach," Mossblad said, "is
, the inherent nature of any art form :
spirituality."
)

•
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Music

R.E.M • •• Wide awake in America
by Chris .K.limek
staff writer
Is there any major band anywhere as eclecttc
ond unpredictable as R.E.M.? Has any other
pop group since the Beatles so resolutely
refused to compromise, while, incredibly, still
managing to expand i:s audience? An R.E..M.
greatest hits album would be as unlikely and
unwelcome a prospect as a Ltam Gallagher solo
record.

Motion and progress are at the heart of Nt'W
AdvtnJuns in Hi-Fi, the Athens, Ga., quartet's
12th album (discounting two comptlation CDs).
Clocking in at 1<4 songs in 65 minutes, this
album 1s R.E.M.'s most generous record, and
there tsn't an ounce of filler in evidence.
All but four of the l.raeks were recorded live
at various locations on the band's 1995 world
tour, but Ntw Adventurts is far from a
conventional c:oncen album. For one thing, the
songs are all new.
Though producer Scott Liu has buffed the
raw live tapes to a near-studio-perfect sheen,
they retain the raaaed power of their origins.
reflecting all of lhe confusion and
contradictions of life on the road.
Mercifully, lyricist and lead singer Michael
Slipe refrains from addressing the subject
directly; in.slead. the revelalion comes from the
stunning dexterity with which his band

stampedes across genre barriers.
Among the styles represented here are
baroque-country ("E-Bow the Letter," a
stream-of-consciousness anti-ballad gueststamng Patti Smith). glam-punk ("'The WakeUp Bomb") and spagheui-westem landscapes
("Zu.her'')- all of it unmistakbly R.E.M.
But where most such antholog1es yield
mixed results, N~w Advtmures consistently
comes up aces. The disc's hodgepodge
constirution is actually i!S single greatest asset,
allowing the band and lhe music to sprawl tn a
dozen directions without sacrificing coherence.
Along the way, Stipe takes some well-aimed
shots at the country and culture he has traveled.
In "New Test Leper," he plays the talk-show
guest pariah of the week. searching for
redemption in the lazy, judgmental eyes of the
audience.
"1 can't say that I love Jesus," he sings,
''That would be a hollow claJm I He did make
some observations I I quote him here today I
'Judge not lest ye be judged' I The beautiful
refrain."
Give Pearl Jam a few more records, and
Eddie Vedder might one day channel his
reluctant-celebrity venom mto somethmg more
than just his own frustration, the way Stipe
does hett.
A fuzzy melody line from guitarist Peter
Buck announces "Be Mine," accompanied by
Stipe, sounding like he's locked in a closet
trying to sing himself to sleep.
Typical R.B.M. weirdness? No! It's just a
sweetly concocted love song, complete with

lyrics like '1 want to be your Easter bunny" just
announcement of R.E.M's ultra-lucrative new
in case you had any doubts.
five-album contract with Warner Bros.. some
Who else but Stipe would 5ing that?
of the group's leg1on of fans speculated that
More astonishing is the way Ntw
th1s mtght have been the penultimate, or maybe
Adv~nturts succeeds In synlheslllng all the
even the last, R.E.M. record. It wouldn't have
various strands that have comprised R.E.M.
been a bad paning shot.
over the past 10 years or so. The record itself
R.E. M. could not have written a more
combines the diversity of J...if~s Rich Pagt!ant
appropriate epitaph than "Eiectrolite," the
with the timeless sweep of Grun or Automatic
rolkish reverie I hat closes the album .
for tht People, while songs like "The Wake-Up
''Twentieth century, go to sleep," sings Stipe
Bomb" echo earlier - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - over Mill s' bounC )~
call-to-action
"TL. d.
, h d
d
piano
track,
anthems such as "Get
l
concluding with the

~~;n~!

ne zsc s 0 gepo ge
constitution is actually its
Sing/e greatest asset,
.
a [[OWzng
the band and f he
•
[ •
d
mUSlC tO SpraW ln a ozen
d
.
·h
ireCtlOnS Wlt OUt
ifi
h
,
sacri zcing co erence.

"Begin the
But this time
there's another level
to the songwriting. as
Stipe associates this
power-of-one
philosophy
with
terrible, thrilling
adolescence ("I look
good in my attitude I
Latitude: 1973").
'7he story is a sad
one, told many
times," be sings on "How the West Was Won
and Where It Got Us," the disc's stealthy
opening track that features a jazz-piano break
by bass-and-everything-else player Mike Mills.
You wonder what story he could be
referring to, but the clarity with which New
Adventures recalls moments in R.E.M.'s
history provides a telling clue. Before the

~~~~-?~· ~~:~
here."
Like Zcoropa,
the last album from
R.E.M 's anisuc and
commercial
contemporary U2,
New Advt!nturts rn
Hi-Fi is a collection

of
fever-dream
postcards or a band
and a land renewing
themselves, seen
through the surreal kaleidoscope of a full blown roclc.tour.
It's also a great place for newcomers to
jump on board, as it seems more readily
accessible than some of the band's other
records. Why miss out? With this latest effon,
R.E.M. proves its tenure as the most intriuging
band in America isn't over yet.

Everything returns to the 'Burg
for concert to benefit CARE
by Laura Wade
senior writtr

-------------One of JMU's own bands is coming home.
------------~

I

The band Everything, rormed by five JMU
students in 1989, w1ll appear at The Office
Wednesday at 10 p.m. As pan of a benefit for
CARE (Campus Assault Response Helpline),
Everything will perform acouslically.
lts repetoire will include songs from its
albums Solid and lAbrador, tncludiog the
newest self-titled release, which came out in
late August.
All proceeds from the acoustic concen will
ben~fit CARE. Jennifer Floam, a senior
psycholoay major in charge of fundrnising for
CA RE said some of the proceed~ will "go
toward buying PERK kits. physical eveidence
recovery kit, which are very expensive and if a
student needs or wan!S one done, it's hard for
them."
Money will also go towards CARE
promotion and education.
Everything manager Randy Reed said lhe
band has been in dialogue Wtth CARE smce
last year and that they are coming home to
JMU to do the benefit because "we want to
give something back, and CARE is such a good
cause."
Everything has sold 40.000 COs and is
performing over 200 show~ a year The group
began touring full-time three years after
forming, and has opened for longtime comrades
Uke the Dave Matthew~ Band and Hooue and
the Blowfish. (The bands became popular
around the same time.)
Everything and Hootie canned out trading
their show dates in Washington, DC • and
Nonh Carolina w11h each other to funher their
exposure in the early year~ of thctr careers.
according to Everything's co manager Shaw
Garrison.

''Under tlle Table and Dreaming" tour,
Everything opened numerous shows for them.
Garrison said CARE members made the
decision for Everything to play at The Office
because of the venue's casual atmosphere. He
added that an off-campus concen would attract
a wider audience and drum up more money for
CARE's cause.
Everything has been popular in
Harrisonbuf1 in the past, and is now beginning
to gain recognllion 1n larger circles. VH- I
recently named lhem the hottest new pros~t
in the country.
J.T. Griffith from Jam, Onltnt Magozint
said, ·'Everything is one of the best-kept secrets
in American music ..."
Harrisonburg has been aware of this secret
since the band formed.
With it~ diverse sound, usually Including
tenor and alto sax, c larinet, keyboards,
uombone and staple instruments like drums.
guitar and bass, Everything will entenain the
crowd with hip-hop, modem JIZZ. alternative
rock and ska. This performance will be solely
acoustic, so some of these usual instruments
will be left behind.
The original band members, Rtch Bradley,
Nathan Brown, Cra1g Honeycutt, David
Slankard and Steve Van Dam. have varying
individual musical influences but all enjoy
classical, jazz and world music.
The band has added one more member to
their group since fonning. Terence Wolf Qumn.
also a JMU graduate. Quinn play~ keyboards
and the hom.
They bring their own interpremtions oock to
JMU and Harrisonburg live on W edne~day
night.
E1•erything p/aw their btntfit concttrt at Tilt
Offict on South Main Strt'tt Wt!dne ~day til 10
p.m Tickets art $6 and or~ or1 salt ill tilt door
or rn advanct from 10 to 2 p.m. Friday in

PHOTO COURTESY OF RANDY REED

Everything will perform a benefit concert for Campus Assault Responae on

-~11ttt~~+ntnd-bc1rtmrits--1in4'2),1h{.,,,~}'+t.JtJ'II.'l:l:-~---------------\~N"'1teaddnn.esescdtta.,yl-1etn..:lben.~fn'downtown
When- tfte-Due
Matthews hand bczan i~

Hameonbuft.-

---'
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Save up to 44%
Recycle,
Me, ~
~ Please. :
. .
"'

September 21st & 22nd
Saturday
10-6

Sunday
12-5

S&Jbscriptions to

Bfeeze

I

Now Available!
Subscriptions only
$30 per yedr!
Please mail name, address
& money to The Breeze,
Anthony-Seeger Hall, JMU
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
or call (540) 568-6127 for
more information.

Under the BARR-EE Tent you'll find the
BEST SELECTION of Discounted Catalogue & · ·
. Famous Maker Clothing at Final Sale Prices!
Harrisonburg,

Market St. next to Little Ceasar's

-----------~~
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Only time will tell for Dukes' midfielder
Field hockey's Gaudette loaded
with impressive credentials
by Kelly Wilson

contributing wriJ~r
If an impressive background is an
mdicauon of how good an athlete is,
then sophomore field hockey player
Nicole Gaudeue could become one
or JMU's finest players ever- not
ro mention the nation's.
Gaudette, one of the Dukes'
~tartmg m1dfielders, is a member of
the U.S. under-21 National Team,
one of two freshmen on last year's
Colonial Athletic Association seeond
team and a member of a family rich
m field hockey tradition.
Gaudette began her field hockey
career during the sixth grade and
quickly learned the game through
practice and pick-up games with her
three older sisters, all of whom
played field hockey in college.
After years of practice, Gaudeue
developed into one of Pennsylvania's
best high school field hockey players
and eventually earned a spot on the
U.S. under-18 team.
In 199S. she auended·the U.S.
Olympac Festival and participated in
the Kwik-GoaJ, All-American, AllState all-star games and the AAU
Junior Olympics. She was also a
three-year All-Mid-Penn selectaon.
"Nicole is the type of player who

makes the commitment and goes
after at," JMU head coach Christy
Morgan said.
During Gaudette's freshman year
at JMU, she scored four goals. one of
which was a game-winner.
" It was the best," Gaudette said. "I
fell good scoring the game-winning
goal because I not only accomplished
something for myself, but I also
helped the team out."
Gaudette attributes part of her
playing ability to the under-21
national team she was selected to
play with this summer.
"I played with the best, learned
from their novel ideas, practiced and
then used the skills,'' Gaudeue said.
As a result. Gaudette has not only
improved her game, bur also her
confidence and enthusiasm on the
field.
Many have noticed these changes,
ancludmg her coach and teammates.
They've seen the most dramatic of
these improvements in her slick
skills, awareness. endurance and
work ethic.
Morgan said, "She sets great
standards for herself. She wanLS to be
the best. and she will do the work
that it Lakes to get there.''
This year's field hockey team is
different from the teams of years

JMU sophomore mldtlelder Nicole Gaudette practlcea her stick
work durin& a tralnlrc session at Brtdaeforth Stadium Tuesday.
past. For starters, the Dukes are years. The loss of Thate has
missing former All -American dramatically changed the Dukes'
forward Carole Thate, who Jed the mindsel and game plan.
"It is no longer a one-man show,"
country in scoring the last three

KYLE BUSStwtior photographtr
I

(I tor) JMU'a Jeue Tolleson, Chrte Allport, Russ Coleman, Jason Alexandef and
Ryan FMter are focused on the Colonial Athletic Alaoclatlon championship. ,

men's cross-country
will rely on experience and
depth en route to title run
~veteran'

by Justin M. Christopher
sta/fwriter
After a season in which the JMU men 's
cross-country team continually came up short.
the 1996 team hopes to use something new to
achieve what it couldn't last year.
That something is experience and team
depth. The Dukes return eight of the team's top
12 runners from last year's team that finished

second in the Colonaat Athletic Conference and
missed qualifying for the NCAA meet, despite
posting wins over two teams that were invited.
"We are more of a veteran team this season,"
head coach Bill Walton said. ul think they did a
lot of growing up last November at the IC4A
meet [where the Dukes placed founh) and
barely missed qualifying for Nationals."

see CROSS page 27

senior co-captain Karen Zatchin said.
"We cannot JUSt sit back and watch
Carole score. Now we must work as
a team, making opponents stop I 0
players now instead of JUSt one "
In Gaudette's case, Thate's
depanure has created a window of
opportunity.
"My talents and ability that were
never seen before are beginning to be
seen.'' Gaudette said.
II has also given her the chance to
become a leader through her actions
on the field. Without Thate, this
year's team has had to come together
to get the job done.
Gaudette said it seems like
"everyone is stepping it up."
With the Dukes' new team- ,..
oriented attitude, Morgan said, "As
soon as we take our abilities and use
them to our advantage, build our
confidence and begin to win1 we will
be unstoppable."
As for Gaudette, she's doing what
she can to help the 1996 Dukes reach
their coach's expecLataons. Gaudette
conunually strives to improve her
awareness, stick skills, ball control,
sLam•no and aggressaon.
"My whole focus is field hockey,"
Gaudette said of her a111tude at
practice and during games.
Morgan said, "There is no
question lhat Nicole wants to be the
best, and with her work ethic, desire
and remarkable ability, she will
without a doubt be one of the best
players in the country."
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CONGRATULATION§!
KYLE HORGAN
WINNER OF THE $400 INTERN SCHOLARSHIP
ENTERPRISE RENT A CAR
WASHINGTON. D.C.
For more information on our paid internships and
management trainees opportunities.
call BRIC SCHNURR at

to any CD before you buy it!

301-ili-8i56 or fax resume 301-670-5876.

~Enterprise

rent-a-car

·for your used CD's.
LPS & CASSETTES, TOO

434- 9999

1790-9() E. Market St.
(Kroger Sh opping Center)

Mon. • Sat. toa.m. . 9 p.m.
Sun. l2p.m. . 6 p.m.

FJ~{ield Races
1

9

9

6

F

A

L

L

RUNN

I

NG

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 29TH
I

GATES OPEN AT 10:30 A.M . POST TIME 1 :00 P.M .

FO RA DVANCE O PAR~NG

AND FURTH E R
INfORMATION CONTACT:

FOXFIELD
RACING
ASSOCIATION
GARTH ROAD
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA
(804) 293·8160
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top 25 poll and the Duke\ are 25th 1n the new
NSCAA soccer poll They were unranked in
last week's NSCAA poll.

Dukes top Highlanders
Junior forward Jake Edwards scored two
goal!. to lead the Dukes to u 3 ·0 v1ctory over
Radford Umversuy Tue~ay.
Sophomore forward Mike Brizend1ne also
contributed a goal for the Duke\, who led the
game 1-0 at hnlftime.
Edwards' goals aguinst the Highlander~
increased his season total to SIX, tops on the
team.
JMU outshot Radford 10-9 en route to its
founh victory in as many games.
The Dukes will next play Rider College Sept.
21.

Dukes, Cavaliers went into overtime
from Breeze staJT reports

-----

The JMU women's soccer team and the
Umversity of V1rgima played to a 1-1 tie at the
end of regulation in the teams • contest
Wednesday at UVa. 's KIOckner Stadium.
The Breeu was unable to report lhe game's
fmal score because it had to go to press before
the end of the thirty-minute overtime.

In regulation, the Dukes struck first w1th a
goal by junior forward Tasha Ellis 2: I5 into the
game. The goal wns Ellis' e1ghlh of the season.
The Cavnher<i scored the equahLer nearly 20
minutes later on a goal by forward Angela
Hucles.
The Cavaliers outshot JMU 18-4 in
regulation ; JMU junior goalkeeper Stacy
Bilodeau had made five saves.

The newest men's soccer rnnk10gs all have
the Dukes in the top 25. Soccer America has
them ranked 13lh, they are II in the National
Soccer Coaches Association of America
rnnkmgs, and are No 21 in the Soccer America
poll

\V()\IEN'S

S<>< '( ' EI~

JMU makes the polls
The JMU women's soccer team is ranked in
two of the newest three soccer polls.
The only poll that Mill does not have the
Dukes ranked is the Soccer America Top 20.
Soccer News has JMU at No. 19 in the1r newest

Dukes down Highlanders, 5-4
JMU used a bag '>ee:Ond half effon to move
pa~t Radford Universtly yesterday, 5-4.
Freshman m1dfiehJcr Coleen Kreiger put the
Dukes ahead wuh 2:07 remammg 1n the march
JMU got two goals in the fir t half from
freshman Julie Manmez. but went into halfume
with the Highlanders down 3 2.
JMU scored three goals 10 the second half
off of 16 shots and 9 penalty comers. Radford
only had three 'hots and one penalty comer 10
the second sess1on. The Dul.es' other scorers
were sophomore Tan Nappi and fre~hman Julie
We1ss.
The 4 -3 Dukes are 18th in the newe~t
NCAA field hockey poll . They travel to face St
Jo eph's on Sunday. Sept 22 at noon.

JMU back in the pack
The JMU men'\ cross country team i\ tied for

31st 1n the ne\\CSI NCAA D1v1S1on I poll The
rnnl10gs are voted on by the coachell.
JMU fini~hed 28th in the 1995 final poll.
They are currently tied with the University of
Cahfomia at Lo Angel~
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c. Scott Graham
sports editor
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26-07-0
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Sea'IOf'l t0141l
Winning
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at Tennessee
Tech. Nditli OliOUiii

perrenwge ...

Jerry Nledzlalek
staff writer
8-3 •

john M . Taylor
ust. s~tUJ edJtor

26-07-0
788

6-5
20-13-0

.606

Pete Hagprty
staff writer

7-4
19-14-0

.575

EmDy Dean and
Tanya Banks

salcapcople
supreme
21·12·0

Tennessee

Nofdl OMolina

~~---

Who would have thought that ~Ayin'" Bryan Harunan, the man who can't even
name five pbyen. on hJS favorite team (the Giants, one of hJS two lossc:; last week),
would tie "I lome Boy" )eny for first at ~3 last week? jerry \\r.IS wi~ enough to pick
the college version of Washington, which puUed him back into a tic for first with
Carolina Scon. Of course. if he had picked the NFL's Washington too, he'd be the
sole possesor of fir.;t place. Ah, hut hind-sight is always 20/20, ~-n't it?
Scon ha~ quietly and consi:,tanlly held down the top spot for the enitre set\·
son Thi~ was his. v.·om week by far. hut 1t would have been a great one for

cellar-dwellers Pete and john. john has posted com;ecurive 6-5 weeks, but
Pete righted himself after a losing efron the previous week. john has marched
right off his personal Salms ban<.lwagon and jumped hack on w1th the 'Skms.
Bruu ad execs Tanya Banks and EmJiy Dean have been clamouring for a
spot on the panel, and we were more than wUbng to oblige. After all, if It weren't
for them and the1r associate:;, we'd have no paper, right? Plus, they dajm to
know a thing or rwo ahout p1cking game~ Bur are team colors any way to
pick a winner'

Lft!V~{g(c::7/

SEE YOUR TOYOTA DEALER TODAY.
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Watching the Clock\Krls Brown
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Somewhere Out There \Seth Thompson
You think You were drunk? I spent over
an hour talking to a garden hose!

Stitchface & Sock \Bob & Marty Z
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BotiS Cars

HUG~ SJC!t{~
Is your advertising not working for you? By advertising in The Breeze you will reach
over 12,000 students and 1,500 Iaculty and staff! Call568-6127 for more information.
If~~~~~

h<l\l'n ' t told .\ our
Lunih 'ou 'n · an
or!,!an and I j, ..,lll' donor.
\ ou ' n · not.
To t e an organ and tissue
don.:>r, even if you've signed
something, you must tell your
family now so they can carry
out your decision later. For a
free brochure on how to talk
to your family, call

1-800-355-SHARE

=:r:
s-,..fo/c.,_,......-

1D

Olde Mill VillageI

I

AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS.
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.)
AMENITIES GALORE:

COLDWeLl.
BAN~eRU

HORILIYAND
CONSTABLE

fAifNOS DON'T lH fAifNDS
DAIVf DRUNK.

432-9502

• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb or interstate to cross.
• Only four blocks to campus.
• Energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
'
• Basketball courts.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for telephone.
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
• Well lit parking lot and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus & VaHey Mall.
• Full time management and maintenance.
• No sliding-patio doors.

cc;;;ay;;,;;zsy;;or a~?;;;s Mili.ie.
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CLASSIFIEDS
1tt2 red Mltautalll lciiiiM -

FOR RENT
foNet . . . - 'IJw'M, Act ftOWf
Jordan

Rohrer,

!56<4·1388,

CIMW1f/IC8flt.
catlletlrel cellln,., lone - The
luxuty concto. It Hunter'a Rtct&e.
August '97·May '98. S1.350/mo.
Act now before they're
Jordan Rohrer, !5S.·1388, lee....

aone. c.u

measaee. Owner/eeent.
11we • • · - Avallable January
1997 . Ave, aeven or seventeen
month
Herdwood noors on
two levels. Beeutlful. Anytime,
432-3979.

le...

OM r00111 taft In r.,.. tlouM - To
share with 3 others. 433 3025
(ewnii'CI) « !568-37~ f« into.
~VIew~-

OM lit

with private bath available
1mmedlatety. Call Gin&er Neff for
mora 1nro. <434-!5150

One P .,t. - Dutch Mtll Court.
Watar. sa•er, trash Included.
Quiet. $340/mo. 434-2100

lve.Mt - ~ e,t. close to
campus. Avllleble January 1997.
$223/rno. Weter Included. 8all
Rachel. <433-1819.

FOR SALE
F'I'M Celt •

Utter trained, declewed,

neutered. playful, \'ety cute. Cill
564-1991.
MeJia, ttar Wars, Iter Trek 811aball, B11ketball, Football.
Hockey. Buylni/Sellln& spona.
non·aporta
cards.
Dukes
Sportacerda, 1427 South Main.
Next to 7-11. <43J.DUKE
Movllll aalt - Twin bed,
headboerd, entertainment center,
beta tapes. 433-5117
8eJ1nnln& tultarletal Gutter &
amplifier. Great c:teall Only $120.
1i85 Harmony electric guitar,
1993 Crate GX·15 amplifier. Call
Devin Aoyd, 432-1654.
1111 Hon~a Civic lX COMpo Loaded, 41,000 miles. Must see.
Call R~. 4336987.

Mlclveoft Ofllee JNiokiCe fot .....
Includes Word, Excel. Access &
Power Potnt. $415. Natasha.
(540)434 2205.

Sunroof, AC, PW, POL, PS, PB,
cruise, httc:h, new tlr81; 50,000
mil. . , EC, AM/HII cauette;
$9,800.433-7682

1111 Toyota ....-chwpct M1t2 Fast, loaded, VGC. 85k, $4.995.

4J<4.6346

..... -

tlcMta .. Sept. 24 8l

MetTl'flleathef. Blet, x5918.

HELP WANTED

...,...,..,

Sell I Trt,.l
Qof'-1
...,_CMMU79

c.-una-.....,.

Pllftaflll City 6 D11ytoae 11.11
--~.com
(100)67N311

lntamatlorlal emplo)"'Mftt - MIOOI
up to $2,000·$4 .000+/mo.
tetlchlne basic conversational
En&llsh In Japan. Taiwan or
Korea No teac:.tq ~ or
Asian lquaeesi'IIQUired. For Into,
cell (206)971...3572 ext.J53254,

s.

Natloal PMca lllrtftt - Positions
are now available at National
Parks. Forests & Wildlife
Preserves. Excellent benefits +
bonuses! Call (206)971·3820

ut.N53256.

E.niNsh TMChefa needed arbroedf
Teach conversational En&llsh In
Pr~&ue. Budapest or Ktakow. No
teaching certificate or European
lanauaaea required . Inexpensive
room & board + other benefits. For
details,
(208)971·3880
ext.K53254
CNIH alllpe lllrlnt - Eam up to
$2 ,000+/mo

World

travel.

Seasonal & f'ull-t.lme posiiJons. No
expenellCle neceuary. For info, call
(206)971·3550 ext.C53257
$1,710 weekly pos~lllle mailing
our Circulars. For .nro. call
(202~3-7723

Sprint Break '17 - lam oaabl
Hl&hest· commiSSions/lowest
prtcesl Travel free on only 13
sales! Free lnfol Sunspl8sh.
(800)426-7710.
www .sunsplashtours .com

Aoo0Wtta11t ttee4M part·tliN The Otfa SIAtallhOuse. See Mtke
NIC0'-1, 153 S. MMl.

tS&nl NO cash bonus on our no
annual tee VISA card. For tree
application, eend SASE to
Diamond TechnoiO&Jes. Dept. v.
133S.E S. Matn St.• HM'lsonburJ.
VA 22801.

frM trtpe 6 cleltl F1ncl out how
hundreda
or
atudent
reprauntatlvas era already
earn1na frH trips & lots of cash
with America·• U Sprln& Break
company! See only 1!5 trips &
travel heel Cancun, Bahamas.
Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florldal
Campus manaeer PGsiUOnl olso
ava1leble Cell now! Take A Break
Student Travel. (800)95-SREAKI

WlllmltMt 6 IJ'III c:ooQ needed
at Jess' Lunch. Students wrlh 1·2
years avarlltlihty preterreo. Please
apply In person Ill 22 South Mein
St

Clllkl

c.,. ntedell 101 family w•lh

three alrla aaes 4 . 12 & 13.
Rotattrc shift SChedule 4-12p.m.,
12-8a.m. & days. For more Info
call Ilene at Children. Youth lr
Family SeMces. (800148&"260
,._....,.__,tTISummer

camp counselors needed for coed
r811dantlal camp located In the
beeutltul Sangre de Cristo
Mountarns just 37 miles east of
Santa Fe. Teach one of the
followln&: Arl. Danca. Drama.
MusiC, Swlmmtre. Soccet, Tenrus,
Flytlshln&.
Natura,
Ropes
Challen&t Courae. Archery,
Fencing.
Riflery,
Kitchen.
Maentenance & morel Salary plus
rOO'i & ''oard plua travel
allowance If Interested contact
Scott or Tamant et (800)722·2843
or write to Brush Rench Camps.
P.O. Box 5759, Sante Fe. New
Mexico 87502
Aabeatoa proJect monltor(a)
w.,.._ - For Cantril V•r&Jnla & the
Shenandoan Valley.
Other
Industrial nyg1ene training IS a
plus. Salaty. excellent oenet111.
Please send r6aum6 to ProJect
Monitor, 8404 MacCorkle Ava.,
s.w.. St. Albans, W.J 25177.

Clllld care In r11J IMMM - 1-.c1
aMt. 31ear-old lr IC"t houseWOfk..
Monday lhN Thursday. 432~.
Pay neaotJable.

.....

Muatbe..._to~T._.,6

l"'Mtddlr

~ Shift

11:15 to 2:41 . . . . . niCMII

flltora needed - For 111 JMU
subject areas. Stop by the
Counselln&
&
Student
Development Center, Alumnae
Hall, ROOfn 208 for an application.
Questions, call x6552
Hetp w.mecl - Mf. 8ettl'1 drt\WI
make the besl money In town!
Don't believe It? Give us a call.

4330006

Late nllttt etltdJ . .salon? Stay
awake!
All ·natural,
doctor
recommended herbal beveraae
promote•
alertnau
&
concentration. Get thru the day
after lhat all-nl&hterl Money beck
&uerenteel call Rob, <432 9333.
"•no or voice le110111 - JMU
mualc arad. 1·3p.m . slots
evallable. Betty Lee. 828-<4921.
NOTICE
~

reprlllnC tiM
lnveetfeadon of flnenclne
buiiMee ~. _ . ..
home~.

Free ,.._... alcll a... S8 bllhon
In ~IC & pnvate seclOf lf*liS &

scholarshs IS now av11lable. All
students ere efCible reprdless of
&rades, Income, or perents'
Income. Let us help. Call Student

Financial Setvlces.

(800)~95

Ext.f'53254.
Attelltlon aiJ atuclenUI Grants &
scholarships available from
sponsors! No repayment• . everl
$$SC8sh fol eolfe&eSSt. For 1nro,
(800)243-2435.
lkychel Leem to _,...,., It's e
blast! Skydlve Oran&e. (540)9423871.
Need low colt atudtftt llaaltll
Insurance? Call today for
Information . Ask lor Bruce Allen ,
(800)621-3863 or (80<4)973-3731.
Frullllteft - 8rlnt your oer to
cotlep. Par1dnc next to JMU. 43J.
2128
HCHI.M k"plnC- Stllftent renters,
stup btckerln& & call Kathy!
Extremely affordable. (!540)2484321
~- Make your first JUmP In
one day Wllh Sl<ychve Vlr&tnla! For
brochure. can (540)967-3997, or
check us out on the Internet at
http.//VfWW.s~ll'lia.com.

Donate ,_, , . . . . to The Chanty
Foundation. 432-6653. (800)3683541.
~to tiM

ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Mu pleltCe c&-..:

contact tiM

lettef' 8ueiMel lurMU Inc.,

C1audl1 Accont

at (703)342-3411.

OaveCreMMt
811• Gr8nt

SERVICES
NatlouJ DJ ConMCtlon for any
occasion. Nationally recoanlred.
(DJCONNECTOaol.com) 43J.0360

•

For more lnfomultlolllind

In faculty home

next to campus.
call 434-0870
for more Info.

J-K..et

WANTED

Scott Lym

Chrtetlna St._

WANTED! Cempua marketlnC
,..,.. Easy money SSS$. Campus
Cuatom Resources. Unltd 43l·
3734
w~

Amanda Wllfl. . .
CMeWIIIIerM
~Wilton

Best of IJ.Ickl

tor partai817.U71

JbelltotiNW

PERSONALS
Lowaat prlctel - llllprlnted
aportaweat, promotional items.
etc. Campus Custom Resourcu.
Unltd. 43J.3734

....., -

moMJ? Start your own

business Wllh the fastest ~
company In the fastest &rowln&
lnduatry In the world. No
expenenc:e nec.saaty, easy to do,
be your own bOss & WOfk your own
hours. Immediate cash Income.
~·term residual Income. Just get
the ractsr Call J G .. (540)5641637.

PftJo dat.. wanted - Top dollar
paid. Clolhin&. jewelty, t8pesllies.
posters. aweatera. Native Cotton.
(5410)951·!5223 or 953·4072
bef«e 8:30.

PCM Is

ng for folks

to produce
"Jesua Chrtst Superatar"

Start your own fratemltyl Zeta
Seta Tau Is looktn& tor men to
start 8 new chapter. It Interested.
call Ctl8d Httlek at 433-8733.
Acloptloft- loYlnC childless couple
w1shln& to adopt an Infant. Call
Nancy & Sheldon. (800)892 51~
(Arlington, VA).

ZTA lovea yov, Omicrons! Look
fOIWard to 8 rewardl~ )'ellf.
AST lovea tllelr pled&eal
ContVatulatiOf's & gat psyched f«
a ~feat semestet.
....., 21llt Allml &.ow., Sllera.

To place a cl-...... 8d In

The,...,

please come
to The Breeze office In the
basement of AnthonySeeger Hall, weekdays
8 a.m.· 5 p.m. Classified

ads cost $2.50 for the

In the Spring
If you are Interested,

first ten words, and $2.00
for each addrtional ten

can 433-3502

$10 per column 1nch.

words. Boxed ads are

Tuesday for

lassifieds must be paid in advp,nce in The Breeze office.

...

•

'RGE ONE TOPPING!
$7

Ask for your tree cflpplns Nucci
•G•rlk Buttcr•R•ndl •PIIA S.ucc

J.zJ

N

96

Hot valid with any other offer.
No coupon necessary.

J.zJ
J.zJ
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Order Your Favorite 1i''
Super Sub, Chi ps & a Coke

~

L&

•

I

~ .~.,

6 +99
Hoc--.,.
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•

lUDlUM JY«l TOPPIM.G PIZZA
&i fin Cokes QR Breadsticks .

. ., _9 9
~

,.

.............,.

.

i · 'riy our new Double Cheacy Brad

I
1

.

w/ Dipping Sauce!

1
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